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Abstract
Writing good programs for high performance parallel computers is dicult. The
programmer must have a deep understanding of the underlying machine architecture.
Issues such as memory hierarchy, communication topology, processor architecture,
task scheduling, and processor allocation, can have a dramatic e ect on a program's
performance. What makes matters dicult is that, if peak performance is to be
achieved, radical architectural di erences require the program to be customized for
each machine.
Source to source program restructuring o ers the opportunity for a single incarnation of a program to be transformed at the source level so that it better matches
capabilities of any given parallel computer. For serial machines, well-known compiler
optimization techniques are sucient. For parallel machines, however, the issue is not
so clear. Fundamental architectural di erences considerably complicate the process
of improving the program-machine match. No longer does a relatively simple analysis
of a program yield the most improvement. A deep understanding of the program and
the architecture along with a powerful and extensible inference model is required.
In this thesis we lay the foundation for rule-based source to source program restructuring as a program optimization technique for high performance parallel processor systems. We develop rule-based methods for the basic operations required of
a restructuring compiler. We develop rule-based methods for deriving program data
dependencies, nding data dependence recurrences, partitioning dependence graphs
into -blocks, specifying machine properties, and selecting and planning program
restructuring transformations.
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Chapter 1

Preliminaries
1.1 Introduction
Writing good programs for supercomputers is dicult. The programmer must have a
deep understanding of both the program and the machine architecture. Issues such as
memory hierarchy, communication topology, processor architecture, task scheduling,
and processor allocation can have a dramatic e ect on a program's performance.
To make matters worse, radical architectural di erences require the programmer to
customize the program for each machine in order to achieve peak performance.
Most vendors supply restructuring compilers for their machines. Restructuring
compilers attempt to improve the match between the program and the unique machine
architecture. These compilers can improve performance, but with limited knowledge,
poorly organized heuristics, and no centralized reasoning process, they generally can
not produce code that takes full advantage of the supercomputer's potential.
In this thesis we lay the foundation for rule-based source to source program restructuring as a program optimization technique for supercomputers. The transformations
we use are similar to those employed by commercial restructuring compilers. What is
di erent however, is the organization of heuristics and the use of a rule-based inference
model. Using these tools, we develop methods for selecting and planning sequences
of transformation operators that result in a better match between the program and
the hardware.
1
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We target our work on restructuring Fortran programs for parallel or vector
execution on supercomputers, but there is nothing inherent in our approach that requires us to use Fortran. The methods described in this thesis can be used with
other imperative languages. Indeed, many of the techniques developed here could be
extended to more traditional program understanding problems such as serial program
optimization, formal program veri cation, program debugging, and performance evaluation.

1.2 The Problem
Source to source program restructuring is a process in which a program is changed at
the source level in a semantically invariant way so that the resulting program better
matches the speci c architectural characteristics of the target machine. The match
improvement results a corresponding improvement in the program's performance on
the target machine. For our purposes, the class of target machines is the class of
parallel machines. Thus, we are concerned with transformations that improve performance on parallel machines. While the class of programming languages is the
imperative languages, for practical reasons, we narrow the eld to Fortran.
The target machine might be a real machine or an abstract machine representing
a collection of machine features. In either case, the ecacy of the restructuring
process is measured, in large part, by the performance enhancement obtained. With
real machines, the degree of performance enhancement can be measured directly.
With abstract machines, performance enhancement can usually be derived from an
analytical model of the architecture under study. The analysis of real machines is
often frustrated by the introduction subtle, but important, di erences between the
theoretic model and the real hardware.
For a serial computation model, nding and evaluating restructuring operators
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that improve performance is reasonably well understood. For parallel computation
models however, the issue is not so clear. Fundamental di erences between memory hierarchies, communication topologies, processor power, and the availability of
scheduling primitives considerably complicate the process of improving the programmachine match. No longer does a relatively simple analysis of a program yield most of
the match improvements. A deep understanding of the program and the architecture
is required.
A program transformation must also preserve the meaning of the original program. We must guard against introducing new program behavior when applying
transformations.
A program transformation must improve performance. It is surprisingly easy to
nd transformations that seem reasonable, but degrade performance signi cantly. For
the restructuring process to be useful, it must avoid applying such transformations.
These last two ideas provide us with two important requirements for the transformation process.

Validity: The transformation must preserve the semantics of the original program.
The problem of validity, which is ultimately a problem of dependence analysis,
becomes increasing complex as transformations are applied and parallelism is
introduced.

Usefulness: For a transformation to be useful, it must improve performance. Bet-

ter performance may come from many sources: vectorization, parallelization,
reduced paging trac, better cache or register utilization, reduced communication overhead, etc. Measuring the usefulness of a transformation is a dicult
task. Here is where heuristics and architectural knowledge must be used by the
reasoning system to guide the transformation process.
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1.2.1 Parallel Organizations
One of the issues that make programming parallel computers signi cantly more difcult than programming serial computers is that, unlike serial computers, there is
more than one fundamental parallel architecture. This means that the programmer
must carefully consider how parallelism is to be used to best solve the problem.

Characterizations
Flynn [32] introduced a simple characterization of computer architectures based on
the notion of streams [31]. A stream is a sequence of items acted on by a processor.
The items can be either data or instructions.
The four combinations of single and multiple, data and instruction streams gives
rise to the four architectural characterizations of computers in Table 1. The familiar serial computer is characterized by its single instruction stream and single data
stream.
The family of parallel computers is characterized by either multiple data streams
or multiple instruction streams, or both. The single instruction stream, multiple data
stream computer (SIMD) exploits parallelism by broadcasting a single instruction or
group of instructions to a set of processors. Each processor acts on a disjoint data
set. Vector and array processors are typical examples of this architecture.
The multiple instruction stream, multiple data stream (MIMD) architecture is
characterized by multiple processors, each executing a disjoint set of instructions on
disjoint data sets. Multiprocessors like the BBN Butter y [26] are prime examples of
this type of architecture.
The last combination, multiple instruction streams acting on a single data stream
(MISD), is not widely identi ed. However, it is reasonable to classify pipelined machines as MISD, so we label it as such in Table 1.

Chapter 1. Preliminaries
Single Instruction Stream
Multiple Instruction Stream

5
Single Data Stream Multiple Data Stream

SISD

von Neumann

MISD

SIMD

data parallel

MIMD

pipeline
function parallel
Table 1: Classi cation of computer architectures.

There are other characterizations of architectures. Most notable are those by
Kuck [45] and Treleaven [66]. These are in many ways more detailed, but are much
less prevalent in the literature.

Memory and Processors
In addition to the SIMD and MIMD distinctions given above, parallel machines are
also characterized by memory organization. At one extreme, a set of global memories is connected to the processors via interconnection network (Figure 1a). This is
sometimes called the \dance hall" con guration. At the other extreme, each processor has its own local memory (Figure 1b). This is sometimes called the \boudoir"
con guration.
The dance hall con guration represents the class of uniform access, shared memory machines. Processor communication is performed directly in shared memory. The
boudoir con guration represents the class of non-shared memory machines. Communication in these machines is by passing messages through the network. While the
shared memory machines embody a more powerful communication paradigm, they
are more dicult to implement.
There is a considerable spectrum of machines between these two extremes. Some
machines with the boudoir con guration, like the BBN Butter y, have hardware and
software to support seamless shared memory access, but at considerable expense due
to network latency [14]. Machines of the dance hall con guration, like the NYU
Ultracomputer [38], attempt to battle the cost of network latency by associating a
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Figure 1: Extremes of processor/memory organization.
small amount of local memory with each processor.

1.2.2 Levels of Parallelism
Often referred to as the granularity of parallelism, there are many di erent possibilities
for the size of parallel subtasks. For some business-oriented, commercial machines,
multiple processors work on separate programs in order to increase the throughput
of the system. Processors do not cooperate in the execution of a particular program.
This type of parallelism is on the program level and is of very large granularity. Since
we are concerned with decreasing the turnaround time of particular program, this
program level parallelism is not discussed further.
Programs are often structured into one or more procedures. Assigning procedures
to processors results in procedure level parallelism. The individual subtasks, procedures, represent a large number of machine instructions, hence this level represents
large grain parallelism. Clearly this grain size requires a MIMD organization, but
memory could be arranged either in the dance hall or the boudoir con gurations, or
somewhere in between.
Within a procedure, loops o er considerable opportunity for parallelism [12, 47,
49]. We will see in the discussion below that in some cases di erent iterations of
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a loop can be distributed to di erent processors. This loop level parallelism o ers
varying grain size (depending on the number of instructions in the loop body) and
is most suited for SIMD organizations, although MIMD computers can exploit this
level e ectively.
Finally, at the statement level, some machines have an architecture that allows
a particular instruction to be executed over a collection of data. This classic SIMD
organization is used for vector and array processors. This grain size is the smallest
we consider, but not the smallest possible.
Both the loop and statement levels of parallelism attract a considerable amount of
attention in the discussion that follows. By restructuring a serial program for loop and
statement level parallelism, we are essentially nding and exploiting data parallelism
hidden in the original serial algorithm. More than this, however, we attempt to exploit
parallelism in a way that improves performance on a particular target machine. This
requires considerable knowledge of the target machine's strengths and weaknesses.
Issues such as ideal grain size and processor capability play a vital role in selecting
and planning a sequence of restructuring transformations.
1

1.2.3 Vector Execution
In a scalar computational model, an instruction consists of an operator and a small
number of scalar operands. The application of the operator results in a scalar value.
If the operator must be applied to several similar operands, an explicit iterative
construct, such as a DO loop, is used.
In a vector model, an instruction consists of an operator and a small number of
sets of operands. The operator is applied to the corresponding elements of the sets,
Consider a pipelined machine in which a particular instruction and its arguments are operated
on by several stages. Here the level is at the machine instruction rather than the source language
statement.
1
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producing a set of results. On an array processor, the operator is applied simultaneously to the corresponding elements. On a vector processor, the operator is applied
sequentially, but through the use of pipelined hardware, the sequential application
can be much faster than with the iterative process used on a conventional scalar
machine.
In languages that support vector semantics, such as Fortran 90 [17], vector
operands are speci ed as sections of arrays. For example, to perform an element-wise
addition of the rst n elements of arrays a and b with the result going to array c, a
Fortran 90 programmer would write:
c(1:n) = a(1:n) + b(1:n)

The same operation in Fortran 77 requires a loop.
do 10 i=1,n
c(i) = a(i) + b(i)
10 continue

The point here is not that the rst version is shorter, but that for machines which
have hardware to support vector operations, the rst version more closely matches
the machine's architecture. The better match results in better performance.

1.2.4 Loop Level Parallel Execution
Another way to achieve faster execution is to arrange for each iteration of the loop
to be executed simultaneously on di erent processors. Some languages, like Cedar
Fortran [29], provide semantics for this type of execution. The previous loop would
be written as,
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doall 10 i=1,n
c(i) = a(i) + b(i)
10 continue

Here, each iteration of the loop is scheduled for execution on the available processors. If a sucient number of processors are available, each iteration is assigned a
di erent processor and each proceeds more or less simultaneously.

1.2.5 From Algorithms to Languages to Hardware
There are at least three fundamental sources of parallelism: the algorithm, the programming language, and the hardware. For each of these there is an associated virtual
machine with its own language and computational model [62].
For the virtual machine at the algorithm level, there is an abstract parallel computational model. This model usually conforms to either the SIMD or MIMD organization, but can contain elements of both. Communication strategies, synchronous
vs. asynchronous processors, and shared vs. non-shared memory, are all issues that
are settled at algorithm design time. The resulting parallel computation model and
the algorithm are closely matched to provide the best possible performance.
Ultimately, the algorithm must be rendered in a programming language. The virtual machine for the language level embodies a parallel computation model that is dened by the parallel semantics of the language. Some languages, like Ada and Pl/i,
provide semantics for procedure level parallelism. Other languages, like Fortran
90, provide semantics for statement level parallelism. Concomitant with parallel semantics, each language must also provide the necessary synchronization mechanisms.
Some languages, like Vpc++ [35], also provide semantics for explicit domain decomposition. Whatever the extent of the semantics, the algorithm must be realized in
the tools provided by the language.
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Finally, at the hardware level, there is a virtual machine whose parallel computation model is embodied in silicon. The virtual machine at this level encompasses
all the details not considered at the higher levels. Issues such as cache size and organization, memory and network latency, and processor capabilities are at the very
foundation of hardware virtual machine. Whatever the extent of the functionality
presented at the language level, the program must be realized in the tools provided
by the hardware.
The essential problem, and often the most serious challenge, for any parallel system
is to match each succeeding level so that performance is not lost, or at least not lost
to a debilitating extent.
For serial machines, this matching process is relatively easy. There are relatively
minor di erences between the levels in a serial system. For parallel systems, these
di erences can be quite dramatic. In this thesis, we are interested in improving
the match between the serial language level and a parallel hardware level. This
implies that the underlying algorithm and original language statements embody a
serial computational model. Our challenge then is doubly hard. We are not simply
improving the match between parallel models, but nding sources of parallelism that
better match the underlying hardware's parallel computation model.
We view this match improvement process as one of nding and applying a series
of source to source restructuring operators that transform one program form into
another, semantically equivalent form, that performs better on the underlying hardware. The nature and order of the restructuring operators is of critical importance
to the success of the process.
In order to preserve the original semantics of a program, considerable attention
must be devoted to analyzing the data dependencies in the program | a task that
in general, is undecidable. Once these dependencies have been exposed, we need to
2

2

At least for the next few years.
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select, plan, and apply a series of operators that preserve the original semantics while
improving the program-machine match.
Dependence analysis is critically important to insure that the original semantics
are preserved. We must guarantee that our optimization process does not introduce
new program behavior.

1.2.6 Some Examples
The familiar algorithm for matrix multiply is usually encoded in the following way
for serial computers.
L1 : do

j=1,256
do i=1,256
L3 :
do k=1,256
S:
a(i,j) = a(i,j) + b(i,k) * c(k,j)
enddo
enddo
enddo
L2 :

Here we assume the matrix a(n,n) has been initialized to 0. Elements of the rows
and columns of matrices b and c are multiplied and the sums are accumulated in
matrix a.
An optimizing compiler for a serial machine can directly generate good code for
this loop since the accumulated sum in each element of matrix a can be kept in a
register during iterations of the inner loop.
Let us assume that the target hardware is a vector machine capable of processing entire vectors at once. We would like to exploit this machine feature to better
match the program to the hardware's capabilities and thus increase the program's
performance.
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One approach is to simply convert loop L to vector form. However, the vector
semantics of languages like Fortran 90 require that all operands be available simultaneously. Notice that a(i,j) is both used and recalculated on every iteration of the
inner loop. Using terminology introduced in the next chapter, we say that there is
a loop-carried dependence on statement S. This dependence means that the operands
for the proposed vectorization of statement S are not simultaneously available, hence
the dependence prohibits vectorization.
The loop-carried dependence can be modi ed so that vectorization is no longer
inhibited. By interchanging loops L and L , the carrier of the dependence is moved
out one level, thus making vectorization possible.
First, the loops are interchanged,
3

2

3

L3 : do

k=1,256
do i=1,256
L1 :
do j=1,256
S:
a(i,j) = a(i,j) + b(i,k) * c(k,j)
enddo
enddo
enddo
L2 :

then statement S is vectorized.
L3 : do

k=1,256
do i=1,256
S:
a(i,1:256) = a(i,1:256) + b(i,k) * c(k,1:256)
enddo
enddo
L2 :

Although this loop would perform signi cantly better than the original, serial
version, it can still be improved. With loop L now the innermost loop, each element
of a must be loaded and stored 256 times. By moving L to the outer most position,
2

2
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we can reduce the loads and stores of each element of a to just one. The reduced
number of memory stores signi cantly improves performance on machines with cache
memories.
L2 : do

i=1,256
L3 : do k=1,256
S:
a(i,1:256) = a(i,1:256) + b(i,k) * c(k,1:256)
enddo
enddo

Some machines, like the Alliant FX/8, have multiple vector processors. This
architecture allows a program to use both statement level parallelism (vectorization)
as well as loop level parallelism. For machines like the Alliant, the restructuring
process involves the additional step of distributing di erent iterations of the outer
loop among the available processors.
L1 : doall

i=1,256
L3 : do k=1,256
S:
a(i,1:256) = a(i,1:256) + b(i,k) * c(k,1:256)
enddo
enddo

The previous example illustrates two important points. First, the restructuring process is a series of transformation steps. Often, these steps involve removing
or rearranging dependencies. Sometimes they involve more complex issues such as
changing the grain size of a subtask to better match the optimal size of the underlying hardware. Always, they involving planning in order to meet the primary goals of
validity and usefulness.
Second, the example illustrates the importance of knowning the features of the
underlying hardware. In many cases, the transformation process is guided by the features of the target machine. This has lead some to term the process feature driven [68].
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Our next example illustrates the importance of this last point. Suppose we would
like to restructure the following loop for a BBN Butter y.
do i=1,n
do j=1,n
y(i) = y(i) +
enddo
enddo

a(i,j) * x(i,j)

The Butter y is a non-uniform access, shared memory, parallel computer. The
individual processors do not have vector capabilities, so our approach is to simply
distribute the inner loop among the processors.
The Butter y provides a scheduling primitive called genoni that executes a subroutine once for each index in a range. Restructuring the program so that the n
iterations of the inner loop are scheduled on the available processors yields:
genoni(inner,n-1)
...
subroutine inner(d,i)
i = i + 1
do j=1,n
y(i) = y(i) + a(i,j) * x(i,j)
enddo
return
end

Notice that each task accesses two matrices. Matrices are often quite large. The
communication topology of the Butter y and the non-uniform access, shared global
memory, impose a considerable penalty for non-local memory access [14]. Ideally, we
would have local copies of ith row of arrays a and x on each processor. The Butter y
has a primitive block transfer function btransfer which eciently moves blocks of
3

We assume that we are using the GP1000 model. The TC2000 model emulates block transfers
in software, thereby signi cantly reducing its usefulness here. A good example why detailed machine
3
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memory across the communications network. For suciently large matrix sizes, the
following version of inner would perform better.
subroutine inner(d,i)
real localx(n),locala(n)
i = i + 1
btransfer(x(i,*),localx,n*8)
btransfer(a(i,*),locala,n*8)
do j=1,n
y(i) = y(i) + locala(j) * localx(j)
enddo
return
end

Although this program is much simpler than most we might expect to encounter,
we needed a considerable amount of knowledge about the machine and the program.
We also reasoned with this knowledge. We concluded, for example, that btransfer
might be useful because each processor is accessing potentially large data structures
in global memory and such access is expensive. This motivated our use of btransfer
to make local copies of the global data.
Our use of btransfer, however, is not free. In fact, the restructured version uses
more memory and makes twice as many memory references. For suciently large
matrices the cost of the extra local memory references is outweighed by the cost of
the global memory references in the original version.
Exactly how large `suciently large' is depends on a number of factors. Two of the
most signi cant are the aggregate network bandwidth and the matrix's distribution
in global memory. The restructurer must make use these and other factors in deciding
the break even point. There are no hard and fast rules in this part of the domain.
Heuristics must be employed to guide the restructuring process.
knowledge is important in program restructuring.
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1.3 The Rule-Based Approach
A review of the literature on program restructuring reveals something of a potpourri
of heuristics for selecting restructuring operators. Most researchers hardcode the selection heuristics; weaving the reasons for a particular operator selection deep into
the fabric of their restructurers. This can make modifying the heuristics dicult and
retargeting the restructurer nearly impossible. Hardcoding heuristics also makes understanding and explaining why a particular operator was chosen very dicult because
the heuristics that guided the choice are far removed from a central organization.
The KAP [28, 43] series of retargetable restructurers, use decision tables [73, 21]
to organize heuristics. While they do allow some degree of retargetability, decision
tables o er only limited centralization of heuristics. Further, decision tables provide
only a at view of the heuristic space. This view makes the use of sophisticated
reasoning methods much more dicult.
A rule-based approach allows for a more sophisticated, knowledge-based reasoning paradigm. Using a collection of discrete rules, a restructurer is more modular
and extensible than traditional restructurers. This modularity and extensibility is
crucial in developing new transformation operators, planning methods, and optimization techniques. This makes a rule-based restructurer an ideal vehicle for program
restructuring research.

1.4 Related Work
The genesis of program restructuring for supercomputer was, in large part, the
ILLIAC-IV project at the University of Illinois. One of the early researchers in the
ILLIAC-IV project was David Kuck. Kuck's research focused on programming the
4

4

See [42] for an entertaining account of the turbulent history of the ILLIAC-IV.
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ILLIAC-IV [48] and on uncovering parallelism in Fortran [47]. Others [58, 50, 24]
were also at work uncovering parallelism and proposing program transformations.
Today, restructuring compilers for Fortran is indeed a popular research topic.
The following is a brief outline of restructurers that are most visible in the literature
and have in uenced this research considerably.
The Parafrase project [49] at the University of Illinois is the grandfather of all
restructurers. It was the rst to incorporate and spawn much of the research in
dependence analysis and vectorization. Building data dependence graphs, nding
cycles in the graphs, and constructing what would later be called the -block graph,
were all innovations of the Parafrase project.
Allen and Kennedy's PFC (Parallel Fortran Converter) at Rice University [8]
was originally derived from the Illinois Parafrase compiler. PFC converts Fortran
77 programs to a vector similar to Fortran 90. PFC was innovative in that it
implemented if-conversion [5] so that control and data dependencies could be treated
uniformly. PTOOL [7], another restructurer from Rice, incorporates many of the
ideas of PFC.
SUPERB (SUprenum ParallelizER Bonn) is an interactive Fortran parallelizer
developed at the University of Bonn for the SUPRENUM project [76, 44, 37]. The
target language is SUPRENUM Fortran similar to Fortran 90 with additional
MIMD extensions.
KAP/205 is a commercial Fortran restructurer for the Cyber-205. It is a member of the family of KAP retargetable restructurers produced by a Kuck & Associates [43]. The Cedar Fortran restructuring compiler built for the Ceder project
at Illinois [30, 29] was also developed by Kuck & Associates.
5

Although
developed.
5

Fortran 90

, then

, was not rmly speci ed at the time PFC was

Fortran 8x
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Tiny is a loop restructuring research tool developed at the Oregon Graduate Institute of Science and Technology by Wolfe [74].
Other lesser known restructuring compilers include, PAT (Parallelizing Assistant
Tool) [61], ParaScope [9], PTRAN (Parallel TRANslator) [3], the Texas Instruments
ASC compiler [24, 70], the Cray-1 Fortran compiler [40], and the Massachusetts
Computer Associates Vectorizer [52, 55].
Finally, some work has focused on the rule-based approach to program restructuring. In [69, 68], Wang and Gannon propose an organizational structure for transformation heuristics and a set of transformation operators embodied in rules. Although the
focus leans toward applying general techniques associated with arti cial intelligence
and not speci cally a rule-based approach, the advantages of modularity, exibility,
and retargetability are clearly evident.
At IBM Yorktown, Bose [15, 16] has implemented a rule-based advisor called
EAVE. EAVE advises programmers on the best way to write loops so that IBM's
VS FORTRAN compiler will generate the most favorable code. Although EAVE
does not restructure code, it does reason with similar knowledge about similar issues.
The only restructuring project that uses rule-based approach is the SAVER
project under development at the University of Marburg in Germany [18]. SAVER
attempts to apply both parallelization and vectorization transformations. It is not
clear from the literature if SAVER will be an entirely rule-based restructurer. The
preliminary reports indicate that dependence analysis is rule-based [19] and that vectorization and parallelization will be done by an \expert system."

1.5 Thesis Overview
It is important to de ne the scope of this thesis. The aim of our research is not to
develop new transformation operators nor to discuss in depth issues in dependence
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analysis. Our goal is to investigate and develop a core set of fundamental rule-based
methods for program restructuring.
In this thesis, we develop rule-based methods for some of the fundamental problems in restructuring. We develop rules for deriving a data dependence graph from
simple variable and ow information available from a program parse. We derive rules
for nding recurrences (cycles) in the dependence graph and for nding the strongly
connected components of the graph. Using these program properties and a set of
machine properties, we develop rules to select and plan a sequence of transformation
operators.

1.5.1 Rex
Behind the examples, rules, and results discussed in this thesis is a working prototype
rule-based program restructurer. The restructurer, called Rex, is an experimental
restructurer written in the experimental rule-based programming language, RexUPSL. Both the language and the prototype were built for this project. The focus
of the research, however, is not restructurer. Rex is simply an e ective tool for
testing ideas. All the rules and examples in the thesis come directly from the working
prototype. This is both good and bad.
By using a real programming language, our descriptions become far more precise
and clear. The vague, imprecise nature of pseudo code simply does not convey the
same depth of information as does an executable example. The formal nature of
the language means that a rule's ancestry can often be traced directly to a theorem,
de nition, or lemma. This is particularly satisfying.
However, using Rex means that the reader is burdened with the additional task of
learning enough of the language to make sense out of the rules. Rather than devote
a chapter to the syntax and semantics of Rex-UPSL, we introduce the language
slowly, on an as-needed basis. Hopefully, this approach serves the reader better than
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a more complete introduction.
When more information is needed, the formal syntax of Rex-UPSL can be found
in Appendix A. Other sources of interest are the user's manual [64] and a book on a
closely related language [20].

1.5.2 Overview
In Chapter 2, Data Dependence Analysis, we discuss the theory of dependence analysis and derive one well known test, the GCD Test, for performing subscript analysis.
After the theory of data dependence analysis is introduced, we develop a small, yet
powerful set of rules that derive the dependence relations and build the data dependence graph. The dependence graph and the concepts from dependence analysis are
used throughout the thesis.
Chapter 3, Recurrences, examines the causes and consequences of cycles (recurrences) in the dependence graph. In Chapter 3, we develop a set of rules to detect
recurrences in the dependence graph. In addition to nding recurrences, we present
rules to partition the graph into its strongly connected components. We use this partitioned graph to determine new statement orderings after the application of a series
of program transformation operators.
In Chapter 4, Transformation Operators, we introduce a core collection of transformation operators. Associated with each operator is a set of preconditions that must
be satis ed before the operator can be applied. These preconditions are encoded in
collection of rules. These rules form an essential part of the planning process.
Chapter 5, Planning, develops a hierarchical model for planning a sequence of
operators. This is a pivotal chapter. The rationale behind the design of the rules
developed in the previous chapters and the need for dependence analysis becomes
even more apparent as the planning model is developed.
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Chapter 6, Organization of a Rule-Based Restructurer, discusses the issues involved in the architecture of a restructurer. The issue of control and the ways in
which control in a rule-based system can be managed are discussed in detail.
In Chapter 7, Thesis Summary, we review the results presented in the thesis and
discuss other avenues of research that can be based on the resulted presented.
Appendix A, Rex Syntax, provides a formal syntactic description of Rex-UPSL.
This description is helpful in gaining an initial understanding the rule-based programming language used throughout the thesis.
Appendix B, Element Attributes, is included for reference. The reader may nd it
helpful to have a complete listing of the element classes and their associated attributes.

Chapter 2

Data Dependence Analysis
We begin this chapter with a brief introduction to the theory and notation of data
dependence analysis. We derive one well known test, the GCD Test, that can be used
to determine data dependencies in array references.
We then turn our attention to the development of rules that can derive the data
dependence graph. The graph and its components are used extensively in following
chapters. The presentation here serves not only to describe the dependence graph in
a concise, uniform, and formal manner, but also illustrates the syntax and semantics
of the rule-based language used throughout this thesis.
Much about data dependence analysis is not covered in this chapter. In particular,
we do not address interprocedural analysis [67], semantic analysis [56], nor symbolic
subscript analysis [39]. The goals of this chapter are to provide a foundation for our
discussion of rule-based program restructuring and to present a set of rules that derive
the fundamental data dependence information used in restructuring.

2.1 Introduction
The semantics of most programming languages impose a strict order on the execution
of statements in the language. Except for speci c transfer of control statements (eg.
goto), the order imposed by the language is the textual order of the statements
in the program. Arbitrary changes to the textual order of statements in a program
22
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change the behavior of the program. Thus the semantics of the programming language
demand a particular order of execution.
This order might seem to pose a rather serious problem for compilers that attempt
to optimize serial code, since many of these optimizations result in a reordering of
statements [2, 4]. Compilers that attempt to automatically vectorize or parallelize
statements are not exempt from this problem. Many of the transformation operators
used by these compilers change the execution order of statements.
Under certain conditions, statement ordering can be relaxed. Some statements
may be executed concurrently or in a random order without changing the semantics
of the resulting program. Developing rule-based methods for determining which of
the statements in a given program can be reordered and what constraints exist for
the set of alternate orderings is the subject of this chapter.

2.1.1 Overview
In this chapter we present a set of rules for deriving a directed graph representing
all the data dependencies in a region of a program. This data dependence graph is
an essential component of the restructuring process. Before we can discuss the graph
derivation, we rst introduce some notation and background.
In the next section, we discuss the notion of dependence analysis in the absence
of arrays. Scalar dependence analysis serves as a vehicle for much of our introduction
to the notation.
In Section 3, we include arrays in the discussion. We introduce additional notation
and derive one well known test, the GCD Test, used in subscript analysis.
In the the last section we develop a rule-based representation for variables, data
ow, statements, and data dependencies. Using this representation we develop a
small, but powerful set of rules for deriving the data dependence graph.
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procedure+
procedure-declaration declaration* statement+
assignment | conditional | do-loop
variable = expr
if ( logical-expr ) then statement+ [else statement+] endif
do variable = expr , expr [, expr] statement+ enddo
Figure 2: Abstract syntax for the language model.

2.1.2 Language Model
We use a restricted version of Fortran as our language model (see Figure 2). We
use Fortran because it is the language of choice in high performance computing
environments that bene t most from the restructuring processes described in this
thesis.
The Fortran we use is restricted in the sense that our model retains some, but
not all of the semantic qualities of Fortran. For simplicity we do not allow any
of the methods for aliasing memory locations (like equivalence or common blocks),
non-structured loops, loops that contain more than one induction variable, or nonlinear functions in array indices. These restrictions may seem severe, but in practice,
many Fortran programs t this model.
The ideas presented here are not tied to the language model we have chosen.
Indeed, these techniques can be adapted to virtually all imperative languages.

2.2 Scalar Analysis
Some variables, called scalar variables, denote individual memory locations, while
others, called array variables, denote groups of memory locations. The importance of
this distinction will become clear shortly. For now, we assume that all variables are
scalar. Arrays will be handled after we have developed some basic tools.
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Aside from speci c control transfer actions, the semantics of our model, and indeed
of most programming languages, require statements to be executed in textual order.
This requirement arises directly from the often implicit requirement that the order
of the side-e ects to the state of the program is predictable. Consider the following
statements.
S1 :
S2 :

z = x + y
a = z + b

If S is executed before S , the value in the variable a would likely be di erent
than if S is executed rst. It would seem that the textual order of statements in a
program mandate a xed execution order. However, consider the following, slightly
di erent, pair of statements.
2

1

1

S3 :
S4 :

z = x + b
a = c + b

Here S and S may be executed in either order without changing the nal values
of a or z. We call this property commutativity.
A fundamental problem for us is to determine when two statements are commutative. Commutativity implies that parallel execution of the statements is semantically
valid, assuming of course that other factors such as I/O are not involved. To see why
this might be the case, consider a parallel processing model in which two or more
statements are randomly distributed to two or more processors for unsynchronized
execution. Due to the probabilistic nature of such a model, it would be impossible to
guarantee a speci c execution order while at the same time maintaining concurrent
execution (ie. no synchronization). If the statements are commutative, we would
require no such guarantee.
3

4
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Most of the program restructuring transformations discussed in this thesis belong
to a class of transformations known as reordering transformations. These transformations improve performance by reordering a group of statements without adding or
removing statements. Determining commutativity for groups of statements is vital in
proving the semantic invariance of a proposed reordering transformation.
In this section we describe a framework for analyzing the data dependencies in
a program. Along the way we will assume that information about control is readily
obtainable from a traditional control dependence analysis. For an indepth treatment
of control analysis see [2] and [75]. We will take the liberty of referring to data
dependence analysis as simply dependence analysis unless the reference is unclear.
We begin our discussion with a de nition.

De nition 2.1 Let P be a program in our model.
S 2 P () S is a statement in P
VAR(S) = fv : v is an occurrence of a variable in Sg
VAR(S) is the set of all occurrences of variables in S, not simply the set of variables
in S. Each occurrence of a variable in a statement is unique. We might denote a
variable occurrence by its node identi er in the program's parse tree. We could
introduce notation like vi, where the subscript would be unique for each occurrence
of variable v in statement S. In order to streamline matters as much as possible we
introduce notation at the set level and urge the reader to keep this subtle distinction
in mind when we deal at the variable level. Later, we will denote an occurrence of
variable v in statement S by vi for 1  i  n where n is the number of occurrences of
v in S.
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De nition 2.2 Let P be a program and S 2 P a statement.
USE(S) = fv : v 2 VAR(S) ^ v used in Sg
DEF(S) = fv : v 2 VAR(S) ^ v de ned in Sg
USE(S)n = fN : N is the name of v ^ v 2 USE(S)g

DEF(S)n = fN : N is the name of v ^ v 2 DEF(S)g

Here the sets DEF(S) and USE(S) contain all the occurrences of variables de ned
and of variables used in S, respectively. The sets DEF (S )n and USE (S )n contain
just the names of the variables that occur in DEF(S) and USE(S). DEF (S )n and
USE (S )n are the name projections of the corresponding sets.
We have not given a precise meaning of the term `de ned'. For now, we will avoid
giving this term a precise meaning other than to suggest that it refers to variables
modi ed in a statement. After some important notation and results are introduced,
we will return to this issue.
We use the following lemma in our proof of the Commutativity Theorem. The
lemma says that we have captured all the variables in S with the USE and DEF sets.

Lemma 2.1 If P is a program and S 2 P a statement then,
USE(S) [ DEF(S) = fn : n is the name of a variable in Sg
n

n

Proof In our language model, as in most programming languages, all variables that

occur in a statement occur either in a USE context or in a DEF context, or both.
Hence, all variables in S are in either USE (S )n or DEF (S )n .
2
Now with the sets USE (S )n and DEF (S )n and Lemma 2.1, we are able to state
the following sucient condition for commutativity.
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Theorem 2.1 (Commutativity) Let S , S 2 P be statements of program P. Then
1

2

a sucient condition for commutativity is:

(DEF(S ) \ USE(S ) ) [
(USE(S ) \ DEF(S ) ) [
(DEF(S ) \ DEF(S ) ) = ;
1 n

2 n

1 n

2 n

1 n

2 n

(1)

Proof Our aim here is to show that if (1) holds, then the execution of S followed by
1

S is semantically equivalent to the execution of S followed by S . That is, the state
of the variables mentioned in S and S are the same after the pair of statements
have been executed in either order.
If (1) holds, then it follows that each of the clauses is ;. We take each clause in
turn.
First, (DEF (S1 )n \ USE (S2 )n ) = ; implies that no variable de ned in S is used
in S . Hence, execution order will not a ect members of USE (S2 ).
Likewise, (USE (S1 )n \ DEF (S2 )n ) = ; implies that no variable de ned in S is
used in S and again, execution order will not a ect members of USE (S1 ).
Finally, (DEF (S1 )n \DEF (S2 )n ) = ; implies that S and S do not de ne common
variables, so the state of variables in (DEF (S1 ) [ DEF (S2 )) after the execution of
the statements in either order is the same.
These cases account for all variables in the USE and DEF sets of each statement,
and by Lemma 2.1 account for all variables in the statements.
2
Notice that Theorem 2.1 does not provide us with a necessary condition for commutativity, only a sucient one. In fact, it has been shown that the more general
problem is undecidable [13].
The clauses in (1) present three di erent conditions that cause S and S to fail
the sucient condition for commutativity. If any of the clauses is not ;, then the
2

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

2
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statements would not meet the sucient condition. We de ne a relation for each
clause.

De nition 2.3 Let S , S 2 P be statements of program P such that S is executed
1

2

1

before S2 . De ne,

S t S () DEF (S )n \ USE (S )n 6= ;
S a S () USE (S )n \ DEF (S )n 6= ;
S o S () DEF (S )n \ DEF (S )n 6= ;
1

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

2
2

2

If two statements are in the relations t, a, or o, there is said to exist a true
dependence, anti dependence, or output dependence, respectively, from the rst statement to the second. There is an implied direction in the dependence. Expressions
like, Si o Sj are read as: \There is an output dependence from Si to Sj " or \Sj is
output dependent on Si."
We use  without superscript annotation to denote the generic data dependence
relation. That is,

Si  Sj () Si t Sj _ Si a Sj _ Si o Sj
Among the three relations, there is an important distinction between the true
dependence t, and the two relations, a and o. The a and o relations arise because
our model allows variables to be re-used. If our model prohibited such re-use, as is the
case in functional languages, we could reduce our discussion of dependence relations
to t. This also suggests dependencies that anti and output dependencies can be
eliminated from programs by introducing new variables in places where variables
are re-used. This and other program transformations are discussed in the following
chapters.
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Theorem 2.1 along with the dependence relations are a fundamental result for our
work. But in order to apply Theorem 2.1 we need to examine the USE and DEF sets
more closely.
For any statement S 2 P , we might have jDEF (S )j > 1 or jUSE (S )j > 1.
We cannot simply refer to the statements themselves as the discrete objects of a
dependence. Although we do this when we refer to a dependence from one statement
to another. The object of the dependence must involve the variable which causes the
dependence. Likewise, we cannot refer to a particular variable as the discrete object
of a dependence because the same variable may occur more than once in a statement
possibly giving rise to more than one dependence. Since the same variable my appear
more than once in a statement, perhaps both in DEF (S ) and in USE (S ), we need
to distinguish between occurrences of the same variable in a statement. Each of these
occurrences, of course, could participate in a dependence relation.
Fortunately, our de nition of VAR(S ) allows USE (S ) and DEF (S ) to have the
property such that each occurrence of a variable is represented. The following de nitions allow us to refer to individual instances of variables in a program.

De nition 2.4 Let P be a program with only scalar variables and S 2 P a statement.
De ne,

v0

v

()

D
U
DS
US

=
=
=
=

v; v0 2

[
S 2P

!

V AR(S ) ^ v has same name and scope as v0

f(S; v) : v 2 DEF(S) ^ S 2 P g
f(S; v) : v 2 USE(S) ^ S 2 P g
f(s; v) : (s; v) 2 D ^ s = S g
f(s; v) : (s; v) 2 U ^ s = S g

We say that (S; v) is an instance of a variable v in statement S.
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The intent here is that D represents instances of variable de nitions in P, while U
represents instances of variable uses in P. The sets DS and US represent the instances
in a particular statement, S. It should be clear that for any program P and statement
S 2 P , DS  D and US  U .
We promised a more concrete de nition of the term `de ned' in the remarks following De nition 2.2. We are now in a position to ful ll that promise. Consider the
following statements:
S1 :
S2 :

z = x + y
a = z + b

Earlier we suggested that S and S are not commutative and De nition 2.2 along
Theorem 2.1 provided us with the insight. De nition 2.3 allowed us to categorize
the dependence as S tS . A problem arises when another statement is introduced
between S and S .
1

1

1

2

2

2

S1 :

z = x + y
= c + d
S2 : a = z + b
S

0: z

Now does S t S still hold? The answer is no. The de nition of z in S does not
reach S . However, notice that both S 0 t S and S o S 0 hold. Hence, there still is an
order imposed on the statements, but it is not quite the same as that imposed by .
In the next chapter we consider  , the transitive closure of the  relation. For now
we concentrate on the  relation and this requires that we re ne the meaning of the
term `de ned' to include only the reaching de nitions.
1

2

1

2

2

+

1
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2.2.1 Reaching De nitions
The problem of determining the reaching de nitions is vital in determining the data
dependencies in a program. We brie y look at one algorithm to determine reaching
de nitions in order to make clear what a reaching de nition is.

De nition 2.5 Let S 2 P be a statement in program P.
GEN [S ] = DS
[ 0 0
KILL[S ] =
f(S ; v ) : v  v0 ^ v 2 DEF (S )g
S 6=S

[
0

f(S 0; v) : 9 a path from S 0 to S where v is not KILLedg
S 2P
OUT [S ] = GEN [S ] [ (IN [S ] , KILL[S ])
IN [S ] =

0

These four sets denote the new de nitions that are generated (GEN) by this
statement, the de nitions that mask previous de nitions (KILL), the de nitions that
reach this statement (IN), and the de nitions that survive this statement (OUT).
Figure 3 is an iterative algorithm from [2] which computes the reaching de nitions,
the set IN[S], for each statement. The algorithm starts by initializing the sets GEN[S],
KILL[S], and OUT[S] to the set of variables de ned in S, for each S 2 P . Until no
changes are made to OUT[S] for any statement S 2 P , IN[S] is assigned the union of
the OUT sets of the predecessors of S. OUT[S] is assigned GEN[S] plus the di erence
between the set of variables that reach S and the set of variables that are KILLed by
S.
Along with reaching de nitions, we need to consider uses that live until a particular
statement. That is, we need also consider reaching uses: uses of a variable with no
intervening de nition until some statement S 2 P . The algorithm for computing
reaching uses is similar to the one for reaching de nitions.
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/* initialize KILL[S], GEN[S], IN[S], and PRED[S] */
for S in P
OUT[S] = KILL[S] = GEN[S] = the set of variables defined in S
IN[S] = ;
PRED[S] = the set of predecessors of S
end
/* iterate through P until no changes are made */
change = TRUE
while(change)
change = FALSE
for S in P
IN[S] = S 0 2PRED[S ] OUT[S0]
OLD = OUT[S]
OUT[S] = GEN[S] [ (IN[S] - KILL[S])
if OUT[S] != OLD then change = TRUE
end
end

S

Figure 3: Iterative algorithm to compute reaching de nitions.
Now that reaching de nitions and reaching uses have been introduced, we can
modify our previous de nition of the  relations as follows.

De nition 2.6 Let S , S 2 P be statements of program P such that S is executed
1

2

1

before S2. Let REACHD(S1,S2 ) be the set of instances of variable de nitions that
reach statement S2 from S1 with no intervening de nition. Let REACHD(S1; S2)n be
the name projection of REACHD(S1,S2). Let REACHU(S1,S2) be the set of instances
of variable uses that reach statement S2 from S1 with no intervening de nition. Let
REACHU (S1; S2)n be the name projection of REACHU(S1,S2).

S t S () (DEF(S ) \ REACHD(S ; S ) ) \ USE(S ) =
6 ;
S a S () (USE(S ) \ REACHU(S ; S ) ) \ DEF(S ) 6= ;
S o S () (DEF(S ) \ REACHD(S ; S ) ) \ DEF(S ) 6= ;
1

2

1 n

1

2 n

2 n

1

2

1 n

1

2 n

2 n

1

2

1 n

1

2 n

2 n
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This de nition of the  relations is more precise, yet somewhat more complex than
our previous de nition. Throughout the remaining part of this thesis, whenever we
refer to a  relation, we implicitly refer to this de nition.

2.3 Subscript Analysis
In the previous section we restricted our attention to scalar variables. Here we shift
the focus to dependence analysis in the presence of arrays, especially in the context
of loops. Arrays, often called subscripted variables or vectors, are used extensively in
loops. Loops o er a great potential source for speedup in parallel systems [47, 12, 49].
However, vectors used in the context of loops complicate the analysis considerably [71,
72, 75]. Most of the restructuring transformations discussed in the following chapters
are applied to loops and thus rely extensively on the information obtained from the
dependence analysis of arrays in loops.
In this section we introduce some additional dependence notation along with a few
new concepts. We derive one well known dependence test, the GCD Test, that can be
used to disprove the existence of a dependence. The general problem of proving the
existence of a dependence based on arbitrary subscript expressions is undecidable.
Consider the following loop.
do i = 1,10
S1 : z(i) = 2 * x(i)
S2 : y(i) = z(i) + 1
enddo

Intuitively we see that S t S , and indeed if we simply assumed that z was a
scalar variable using the results of the previous section we would conclude that S is
dependent on S . However, consider following slightly di erent loop.
1

2

2

1
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do i = 1,10
S1 : z(i*2) = 2 * x(i)
S2 : y(i) = z(i*2+1) + 1
enddo

Here we would again conclude S t S , but we see that S de nes the even elements
of z while S uses the odd elements of z. Our scalar analysis fails because we are
forced to treat the entire array z as a single variable.
What we need to look at is not simply which variables are used or de ned, an
approach that was sucient for scalars, but which positions within the arrays are
used or de ned. Since these positions are referenced by subscript expressions, the
fundamental problem is to determine when these subscript expressions refer to the
same element in an array.
1

2

1

2

2.3.1 De nitions
In our language model as in most programming languages, loops may be nested to
virtually any depth. In practice, nesting to several levels is quite common so our
approach should be general enough to handle loop nesting to an arbitrary depth.

De nition 2.7 Let L ; : : : ; Ln be loops nested to depth n in program P. We de ne
an iteration vector for L ; : : :; Ln to be i = (i ; : : :; in) where each ij in 1  j  n is
1

1

1

the value of the induction variable of loop Lj for some iteration of the loop.
We say that fi : i is a vector in L1 ; : : :; Ln g is the iteration space of the loop
L1; : : :; Ln .

An iteration vector describes the state of each induction variable in any particular
iteration of the loop. There is a di erent iteration vector for each possible value of each
induction variable. For example, in the following loop we have fig = 10  20  5.
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L1 : do

i=1,10
do j=1,20
L3 :
do k=1,5
L2 :

:::

Loops need not be, and often are not, perfectly nested. We might have a nesting
similar to the loop below. Here the length of the iteration vector for L is 1, but the
length of the iteration vector for L ; L and L ; L is 2.
1

1

2

1

3

L1 : do

i=1,25
do j=1,4
S1 :
a(j,i) = c * b(i,j)
enddo
c = e(i)
L3 : do j=1,4
a(j,i) = c * d(i,j)
enddo
enddo
L2 :

The association of an iteration vector with a statement is written as S (i) and
denotes a particular instance of the statement in an iteration of a loop. For example,
S ((1; 3)) is the statement instance: a(3,1) = c * b(1,3).
As in the previous section, the central problem is to determine when two statements are in a  relation. We say that two statements S ; S 2 P are dependent if
and only if there exists some pair of iterations vectors (i; i0 ) such that S (i) t S (i0),
S (i) a S (i0 ), or S (i) o S (i0) holds.
1

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

De nition 2.8 Let Sj ; Sk 2 P be two statements in loop L ; : : : ; Ln and let Sj (i),
Sk (i0 ) be a pair of statement instances where (i; i0) is in the iteration space of the loop.
1

De ne,

j = i0j , ij
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8
>
>
> j < 0
>
<
j = > = j = 0
>
>
: < j > 0

= ( ; : : : ; m); where m = min(jij; ji0 j)
 = ( ; : : :; m ); where m = min(jij; ji0 j)



1

1

We call  the distance vector and  the direction vector between i and i0.

De nition 2.9 Let * refer to an arbitrary direction  2 f<; >; =g. We de ne the
set of plausible direction vectors, (Sj ; Sk ), between two statements Sj ; Sk 2 P where

Sj occurs textually before Sk in P as,

(Sj ; Sk ) = f=; : : :g [ f=; : : : ; <; ; : : :g [ f<; ; : : :g

We will use the direction vector in stating the GCD Test and in deriving the dependence graph. The direction vector is useful in categorizing a dependence between
two statements. If the distance vector between two statment instances Sj (i) and
Sk (i0) is non-zero and Sj (i)  Sk (i0) holds, then we say that the dependence is loopcarried. We denote a loop-carried dependence by c where c is the distance between
the iteration vectors. If the distance vector is zero, we say that the dependence is
loop-independent.

2.3.2 The GCD Test
Our present challenge is to determine if two statements are dependent given the
possible set of iteration vectors and the subscript expressions contained in the array
references of the statements. The following loop illustrates the problem.
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do i=1,10
S1 : a(8*i-2) = d
S2 : c = a(2*i)
enddo

We would like to know if there exists iteration vectors (i; i0 ) such that S (i)  S (i0)
holds. In other words, we would like to know it there is a solution to the following
dependence equation, 8x , 2y = 2 where 1  x; y  10.
Recall that we limit subscript expressions to simple linear functions. In general,
we can write the dependence equation as,
1

2

1

a +
0

X
j n

1

a j ij = b +

X

0

1

j n

bj i0j

which we may write in a more familiar form as,
X
1

j n

aj ij ,

X
j n

1

bj i0j = (b , a )
0

0

which is a linear diophantine equation.
If there is a solution within the bounds of our induction variables then we know
that a dependence exists. On the other hand, if we can prove that no solution exists,
then no dependence exists. In order to develop this idea further, we need the following
results.

Lemma 2.2 Let

X
in

1

1

Let i = (2) and i = (7).
0

aixi = c
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be a linear diophantine equation and g = gcd(a1; : : : ; an), then

9v ; : : :; vn :

X

1

1

in

ai vi = g

Proof Let C = fP in aivi : vi 2 Zg and c0 = minfc 2 C ^ c 6= 0g. First, we claim
that c0 divides each ai, 1  i  n. Assume that c0 does not divide aj for some j in
1  j  n, then
1

aj = c0q + r
r = aj , c0q
X
= aj , (
aivi)q
=

in
aj (1 , vj )q +
1

X

i6=j
1in

,aiviq

Hence r 2 C , but this contradicts the de nition of c0. Since aj was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that c0 divides each ai.
Next, we claim that g = gcd(a ; : : :; an) = c0. If g < c0 then c0 is a greater common
divisor of a ; : : :; an which contradicts the de nition of g.
If g > c0 then g does not divide c0. But, from the previous claim, c0 divides
a ; : : : ; an so g must divide c0. Hence, g = c0 and
1

1

1

9v ; : : : ; vn :

X

1

in

1

aivi = gcd(a ; : : :; an) = g
1

2
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aj xj = c

be a linear diophantine equation, and g = gcd(a1; : : :; an ). The equation has a solution
if and only if g divides c.

Proof If g divides c then gk = c and from Lemma 2.2 there exists v ; : : : ; vn such
that

P

1

in ai vi = g .

1

Hence,

gk = c = k

X
in

1

aivi

and the solutions are (v c=g; : : : ; vnc=g).
If the equation has a solution (u ; : : :; un) and g divides each ai 1  i  n, then
clearly g divides c.
2
1

1

Corollary 2.1 Let

X
j n

1

aj xj = c

be a linear diophantine dependence equation associated with Sm ; Sn 2 P . If the equation has no solution then Sm  Sn does not hold.

Theorem 2.2 provides us with a simple way to prove that no solution exists, and
by Corollary 2.1 that no dependence exists. But when gcd(a ; : : :; an) does divide c,
the theorem does not tell us where the solution is. In particular, it does not tell us
if the solution exists within the iteration space of the loop. This problem is rather
fundamental when dealing with arrays. The iteration space of a loop is not always
known at compile time because the loop bounds may depend on values computed at
run time. Using only the corollary, we are forced to take the conservative approach
and assume a dependence exists whenever the equation has a solution, even though
the solution may not fall within the iteration space of the loop.
1
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Although the following theorem does not tell us if a solution exists within the
iteration space, the GCD Test can indicate if the dependence is loop-carried or loopindependent.

Theorem 2.3 (GCD Test) Let a ; : : :; am and b ; : : :; bn be the coecients of a dependence equation,  be a direction vector between two statement instances S (i) and
S 0(i0), and g = gcd(faj , bj : j = `='g; faj : j =
6 `='g; fbj : j =6 `='g).
If S  S 0, then g divides (b , a ).
1

0

1

0

Proof We may write the dependence equation as,
X
j n

1

f(aj , bj )ij : j = `='g +
,

X
j n

X

1

j n

1

f(aj ij : j 6= `='g

(2)

f(bj i0j : j 6= `='g = b , a
0

0

Since (2) is a linear diophantine dependence equation associated with S and S 0,
if S (i)  S 0(i0) then by Corollary 2.1, g divides (b , a ).
2
To illustrate how Theorem 2.3 might be used to distinguish between loop-carried
and loop-independent dependencies, consider the following loop.
0

0

L1 : do

i=1,10
L2 : do j=1,10
S1 :
a(2*i+3*j+2) = d
S2 :
c = a(5*i+9*j+4)
enddo
enddo

The dependence equation is 2 + 2x + 3x = 4 +5y + 9y . Which by Theorem 2.2
has a solution since gcd(5; 9; ,2; ,3) = 1 which divides 2.
If we choose  = (=; =) we have gcd(5 , 2; 9 , 3) = gcd(3; 6) = 3 which does
not divide 2. By Theorem 2.3 there is no dependence between S (i); S (i) and if a
dependence exists within the iteration space it is a loop-carried dependence.
1

2

1

2

1

2
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do i=1,n
S1 : a(i+2) = b(i)
S2 : c(i+3) = a(i)
S3 : b(i+1) = c(i)
enddo
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S1
δt

S2

δt
δt

S3

Figure 4: A data dependence graph.
Another dependence test, the Separability Test [71], is based on the explicit representation of the solution space of the dependence equation. The Separability Test
can be applied only if the dependence equation has exactly one induction variable.
However, the test yields both a necessary and sucient condition for dependence.
Finally, the Banerjee Test [10] can be used to determine of a solution exists within
the iteration space but can not be used to determine if the solution is integer or real.
Since we require that the solutions be integer, the Banerjee Test can only be used to
disprove a dependence.

2.4 The Data-Dependence Graph
A data dependence graph (DDG) [46] is a digraph G = (V; E ) where V = fSi j Si 2 P g
and E = f(Si; Sj ) j Si  Sj g. Edge direction in G corresponds to the implied direction
of the dependence. We label each edge with the corresponding dependence relation:
t, a, or o (see Figure 4).
The DDG serves as the abstract representation of the data dependencies in the
program. The relations represented in the DDG namely, t, a, and o, characterize
the cause of non-commutativity. As we will see in the chapters that follow, the
problem of nding the correct sequence of program transformations that result in
some desired goal is essentially one of nding isomorphisms to a subgraph of the
DDG. In this section we develop a concise set of rules for deriving the DDG from
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simple variable, data ow, and statement information.
This approach is unique in many respects. On the practical side, it allows us
to treat changes to the DDG in a uniform, well de ned manner. This uniformity
greatly simpli es the otherwise complex program dependence information and makes
updating the dependences, especially after a series of program transformations, not
only possible, but relatively easy (see Section 5.2.4).
A more fundamentally unique and advantageous feature of this approach is that it
provides a clear, syntactic, and even executable de nition of precisely what the DDG
represents.
Finally, an equally important advantage is that the representation presented here
allows us to exploit the powerful pattern matching facilities inherent in rule-based
languages to nd the graph isomorphisms that are the essence of the restructuring
process.

2.4.1 Preliminaries
The rules presented in this section and in the following chapters are written in an
experimental programming language developed for this project. The language, called
Rex-UPSL [64], supports both a traditional Scheme [59] environment as well as a
tuple space similar to that of a relational database [27]. The tuple space is called
memory and is denoted by M. The individual tuples in M, called memory elements,
are denoted by Me .

De nition 2.10 A memory element Me , is an ordered tuple of the form
(class obj obj : : : )
where class is a Scheme symbol and obj is a Scheme object.
Memory, M, is the collection of all memory elements.
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With each position in the tuple we associate an attribute name. This allows
symbolic access to objects within a tuple.

De nition 2.11 An attribute name within a memory element is any symbol preceded
by the ^ special character.

Attribute names are associated with class names in declaration statements (see
Appendix B). For example,
(declare-attribute box color width height depth)

associates the attributes color, width, height, and depth with the class name box.
The following memory element describes a particular instance of box.
(box ^color red ^width 12 ^height 10 ^depth 8)

A particular rule in a Rex-UPSL program is applicable when the preconditions
speci ed in the rule are satis ed by one or more tuples, Me 2 M.

De nition 2.12 A rule is an expression of the following form.
name pattern
pattern
: : }: --> expression
{z
| {z } )
|
LHS
RHS
The left hand side (LHS) is a conjunction of patterns, called condition elements.
The right hand side (RHS) is an arbitrary Rex-UPSL expression.
(rule

A rule consists of two parts: a left hand side and a right hand side. The left
hand side is a conjunction of patterns similar to a prototypical Me, but may contain
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variables or relational operators. The right hand side is an expression that is a
candidate for evaluation when the left hand side patterns are consistently matched
by some subset of M.
It is important to note here that rules in Rex-UPSL are declarative objects in much
the same sense as clauses in Prolog. Rules do not examine M when encountered by
the Rex-UPSL interpreter. Rather, the set of satis ed rules is determined after each
change to M. This set is constructed using an ecient, state saving, many pattern,
many object matching algorithm [34].
The syntax and semantics of our rule-based language will be illustrated here by
way of example and discussion. A formal syntactic description is presented in Appendix A. See [64] for a full discussion of the language.

2.4.2 Variables, Data Flow, and Statements
We begin our discussion of the DDG derivation rules by developing a representation
in M for variables, data ow, and statements in a region R of program P. We use
the following de nitions.
Recall that a variable instance is the pair (Sj ; vi) where Sj 2 P and vi is an
occurrence of variable v in Sj .

De nition 2.13 For each variable instance (Sj ; vi), let t S ;v be a unique positive
(

j

i)

integer. We will use t(S ;v ) as a tag to refer to the instance (Sj ; vi ).
j

i

De nition 2.14 Let tv and tS be positive integers such that,
j

8v;v v  v0 $ tv = tv
0

and,

8k6 j tS 6= tS
=

j

k

0
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We will use tv and tS as tags to refer to variables and statements.
j

De nition 2.15 For each variable v,

let vn be 8the name of variable v, and,
>
< VAR REF if v is a scalar variable
let vr be >
: ARRAY REF if v is an array variable

Variables
The set of variable instances referenced in a region of a program is represented in M
by elements of class var. Five attributes are associated with each variable instance.




stmt

is the statement's tag, tS .

is the symbol def if the variable instance represents a de nition of the
variable, or is the symbol use if the instance represents a use of the variable.
access



instance



var



ref

is the tag, t S ;v , of the variable instance.
(

j

i)

is the variable's name, vn.

is ARRAY_REF if this is an array reference or
reference.

VAR_REF

if it is a scalar

For each instance of each variable v accessed in a use context in each statement
Sj in region R of program P, M contains:
(var ^var vn ^access use ^instance t S ;v ^stmt tS ^ref vr )
(

j

i)

j

Likewise, for each instance of each variable v accessed in a de nition context in each
statement Sj in region R of program P, M contains:
(var ^var vn ^access def ^instance t S ;v ^stmt tS ^ref vr )
(

j

i)

j
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By Lemma 2.1, all variable instances in region R are represented in M.

Data Flow
The reaching de nitions and reaching uses discussed in Section 2.2.1 are represented
in M by the class flow. Four attributes are associated with the class flow.



var



from



to



is the variable's name.
is the tag, tS , of the initial ow point.
i

is the tag, tS , of the terminal ow point.
j

is def-use if the de nition of v in Si reaches a use of v in Sj ,
use-def if a use of v in Si reaches a de nition of v in Sj , or def-def if a
de nition of v in Si reaches a de nition of v in Sj .
flow-type

The reaching de nition of variable a in,
S1 :

a = 89
S2 : b = c**2
S3 : c = a*c

is represented in M as,
(flow ^var a ^from tS1 ^to tS3 ^flow-type def-use)

Statements
Statements are represented in M by the class
tributes are used.



class

ments.

. The following ve at-

statement

is the classi cation of the statement, eg. ASSIGN for assignment state-
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stmt



depth



control



order
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is the statement's tag, tS .
is the nesting depth of this statement within loops, starting from 0.
is the tag of the control parent for this statement.

is an integer indicating relative textual ordering of this statement.

The order attribute indicates the relative textual ordering of statements. Textual
ordering is a weaker notion than execution ordering. Execution ordering is essential
in determining the reaching de nitions and reaching uses of a variable. We will see in
Section 2.4.3 that textual order is sucient to distinguish between loop-independent
and loop-carried dependencies.
In the next section we show how the DDG can be derived from this representational
set. This is not the only representational set, nor is it the smallest. There are
disadvantages in using this set. Most notably, we sacri ce the ability to handle
variable aliases by not explicitly representing execution paths. The set we have chosen
does allow us to use a much smaller collection of rules to derive the DDG. Essentially,
we have pushed some of the complexity of the derivation into the builtin ow analysis
(see Figure 3) at the price of reducing the number of things we can reason about.

2.4.3 Deriving the DDG
With a uniform representation in M for the variables, data ow, and statements, in
this section we present six rules for deriving the DDG.

Representing DDG Edges
Edges in the DDG are the dependencies in region R. Each edge is represented by the
class dependence and is annotated with the following attributes.
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from



to



type



ref



extent



carrier



vfrom



vto
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is the variable name.
is the statement tag of initial point.

is the statement tag of terminal point.
is one of:

,

, or output.

true anti

is either ARRAY_REF or VAR_REF.
is either loop-independent or loop-carried.
is the statement tag of the loop that carries the dependence.

is the variable instance tag of the initial point.

is the variable instance tag of the terminal point.

Scalar Analysis
We begin with three rules that build the initial true, output, and anti dependence
edges. Recall that for a true dependence between statement Si and Sj , there must be
a de nition of some variable v in Si and a use of v in statement Sj with no intervening
de nition of v. That is, the de nition of v in Si reaches the use in Sj .
In Rex-UPSL, these preconditions are expressed in the following rule.
Rule 2.1

(rule true
(var ^access def ^var <v> ^instance <vt1> ^stmt <st1> ^ref <r>)
(var ^access use ^var <v> ^instance <vt2> ^stmt <st2> ^ref <r>)
(flow ^flow-type def-use ^var <v> ^from <st1> ^to <st2>)
-->
(make dependence ^var <v> ^type true ^from <st1> ^to <st2>
^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2> ^ref <r> ^extent nil)
(add-directions <vt1> <vt2> <st1> <st2>))
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First, a note on syntax. The condition elements on the left hand side are the
preconditions for the application of the rule. The condition elements look like memory
elements except for the brackets < > surrounding some of the identi ers. These
brackets denote variables in the condition element. Variables mentioned more than
once on the left hand side must match the same value. When the rule becomes active,
these values are available for use in the right hand side expression.
Here the left hand side has three condition elements. The rst and second match
any pair of instances of a particular variable in which the variable occurs in a def context and a use context, respectively. The third condition element matches any of the
flow memory elements involving a de nition of the variable in one statement <st1>,
followed by a use of the variable in another statement <st2>, with no intermediate
de nition.
Because multiple occurrences of a condition element variable must match the same
value, the rst two condition elements match instances of the same variable. The
integer tags representing the instances are bound to the condition element variables,
<vt1> and <vt2>. Likewise, because the condition element variable <v> must be
bound consistently, the third condition element restricts which memory elements the
rst and second condition elements can match. These involve a de nition of <v> in
statement <st1> followed by a use of <v> in statement <st2> with no intervening
de nition along any execution path from <st1> to <st2>.
On the right hand side, the make special form builds a memory element from its
arguments. The rst argument is the element class. The remaining arguments are
the attribute-value pairs for the element.
The function add-direction-vectors will be discussed shortly.
The rules for output and anti dependence edges are similar.
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Rule 2.2

(rule output
(var ^access def ^var <v> ^instance <vt1> ^stmt <st1> ^ref <r>)
(var ^access def ^var <v> ^instance <vt2> ^stmt <st2> ^ref <r>)
(flow ^flow-type def-def ^var <v> ^from <st1> ^to <st2>)
-->
(make dependence ^var <v> ^type output ^from <st1> ^to <st2>
^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2> ^ref <r> ^extent nil)
(add-directions <vt1> <vt2> <st1> <st2>))

Rule 2.3

(rule anti
(var ^access use ^var <v> ^instance <vt1> ^stmt <st1> ^ref <r>)
(var ^access def ^var <v> ^instance <vt2> ^stmt <st2> ^ref <r>)
(flow ^flow-type use-def ^var <v> ^from <st1> ^to <st2>)
-->
(make dependence ^var <v> ^type anti ^from <st1> ^to <st2>
^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2> ^ref <r> ^extent nil)
(add-directions <vt1> <vt2> <st1> <st2>))

The following example illustrates how these rules work. Suppose we have two
statements with tags tS1 and tS2 that reference variable count. Statement tS2 assigns
to count some value (i.e. count 2 DEF(S )), while tS1 reads from count (i.e. count 2
USE(S )). M would then contain the following three memory elements.
2

1

(var ^var count ^access use ^instance t(S1 ;count) ^stmt tS1 ^ref VAR_REF)
(var ^var count ^access def ^instance t(S2 ;count) ^stmt tS2 ^ref VAR_REF)
(flow ^var count ^from tS1 ^to tS2 ^flow-type use-def)

The rst two preconditions of the anti rule are satis ed by the two var elements.
These represent the two instances of the variable count that occur in statements tS1
and tS2 . The condition element variables <vt1> and <vt2> are bound to the tags for
use instance and the de ning instance, respectively.
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The third precondition is satis ed by the flow element. This element represents a
reaching use of tcount from statement S to statement S . The resulting dependence
edge is represented by the memory element,
1

2

(dependence ^var count ^type anti ^from tS1 ^to tS2
^vfrom t(S1 ;count) ^vto t(S2 ;count) ^ref VAR_REF ^extent nil)

In addition to creating the dependence edge, each of the rules invokes a function
called add-direction-vectors. This builtin function applies the GCD Test to the
variable instances. The resulting direction vectors are added to M. We will use these
direction vectors in subscript analysis.
Direction vectors are represented by the element class direction. The following
attributes are used.



dir

is a direction, <, >, or =.



dim

is the dimension described by this element.



depth



var-from



var-to

is the depth described by this element.
is the initial point of the dependence.

is the terminal point of the dependence.

Each dimension in a multi-dimensional array gives rise to a set of direction vectors.
Each dimension/depth pair is represented by a memory element.

Subscripted Variables
Because they do not distinguish between loop-carried and loop-independent dependencies, the previous set of rules is not sucient. In the chapters that follow, we will
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make considerable use of the extent and carrier attributes. So it is vital that we
have rules to ll in these attributes.
More importantly, the rules presented so far treat all variables as scalars, thus do
not consider the e ects of subscript expressions in array references. The subscript
analysis, performed by the builtin GCD Test, is represented by the direction elements in memory. Here, we use the direction vector information to ll in both the
extent and carrier attributes as well as to lter out dependencies that are not
supported by the direction vectors.
The following rule nds dependencies that are loop-independent. It is more complex than the previous rules.
Rule 2.4

(rule loop-independent
f<ce> (dependence ^from <st1> ^to <st2>
^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2> ^extent nil)g
(direction ^dir '= ^var-from <vt1> ^var-to <vt2>)
-(direction ^dir <> '= ^var-from <vt1> ^var-to <vt2>)
(statement ^stmt <st1> ^order <pos>)
(statement ^stmt <st2> ^order f> <pos>g)
-->
(modify <ce> ^extent loop-independent ^carrier 0))

The variable <ce> is associated with the rst condition element on the left hand
side. Because variables can appear on either end of a condition element, the brackets
force the correct association. The variable <ce> is bound to the memory element that
successfully matched the condition element.
The negation unary operator, -, appears with the third condition element. This
causes rule satisfaction to fail if there exists elements in memory that match the
corresponding condition element. For Rule 2.4, the third condition element requires
that no direction di erent from = exists for this dependence. The second condition
2

Memory elements are represented externally as Rex-UPSL vectors. Memory elements are rstclass objects.
2
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element requires that there is at least one = direction in the direction vector. Together,
condition elements two and three guarantee that the direction vector has only =
members.
Finally, the right hand side uses the modify special form to change the memory
element representing the dependence edge. The extent and carrier attributes are
modi ed.
The rule is satis ed when there exists a dependence edge whose extent attribute
is nil, there exists no < or > direction vectors associated with this edge, and the
initial point of the dependence appears textually before the terminal point of the
dependence.
The rule is satis ed at most once for each dependence edge since the extent
attribute must be nil. The rule is satis ed only if all direction vectors are =. This
corresponds to our previous de nition of a loop-independent dependence.
Since a loop-independent dependence has no carrier loop, the carrier attribute
is set to 0.
For loop-carried dependencies, we must consider the set of plausible direction
vectors. Recall from De nition 2.9 that the set of plausible direction vectors is,
essentially, all direction vectors whose rst direction vector that di ers from = is <.
Any dependence whose direction vectors are not plausible, is not a valid dependence.
The following rule lls in the extent and carrier attributes for valid dependencies.
Rule 2.5

(rule loop-carried
f<ce> (dependence ^from <st1> ^to <st2> ^ref ARRAY_REF
^extent <extent> ^var <v> ^type <t> ^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2>)g
(direction ^dir '< ^dim <dim> ^var-from <vt1> ^var-to <vt2> ^depth <d>)
(loop ^stmt <loop> ^depth <d>)
-(direction ^dir << > < >> ^dim <dim> ^var-from <vt1> ^var-to <vt2>
^depth f< <d>g)
(statement ^stmt <st1> ^order <pos>)
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(statement ^stmt <st2> ^order f<= <pos>g)
-(dependence ^from <st1> ^to <st2> ^ref ARRAY_REF ^carrier <loop>
^extent loop-carried ^var <v> ^type <t> ^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2>)
-->
(if (eq? <extent> 'nil)
(modify <ce> ^extent loop-carried ^carrier <loop>)
(make dependence ^from <st1> ^to <st2> ^ref ARRAY_REF ^type <t>
^var <v> ^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2>
^extent loop-carried ^carrier <loop>)))

The negated condition element uses the \or" grouping operator, << >>. Unfortunately, this makes the condition element more dicult to read. The element is
matched only if memory does not contain any > or < direction vectors at a depth less
than the rst < direction. Condition elements two and three insure that the direction
vector for the dependence is plausible.
The right hand side modi es the dependence edge so that the extent attribute is
loop-carried. The carrier attribute is set to the statement tag for the loop at level
of the leftmost < direction. If the dependence that triggers Rule 2.5 has already been
processed, then a dependence edge is created for another dimension. This continues
until an edge is created for each dimension.
Notice that this rule applies only to dependencies in subscripted variables. For
scalar variables, the conditions for determining a loop-carried extent and the information required for nding the carrier loop is somewhat di erent. Information about
loop nesting is also needed.
Loops are represented in M by the class loop. Loop representation is more
complex than for other objects encountered so far. Since we need only two of the loop
attributes here, will postpone the enumeration of all the attributes until Chapter 4.
Rule 2.6

(rule loop-carried-scalar
f<ce> (dependence ^from <st1> ^to <st2> ^ref VAR_REF
^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2> ^extent nil)g
(statement ^stmt <st1> ^order <pos> ^depth <d1>)
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Figure 5: Derivation of the data dependence graph.
(statement ^stmt <st2> ^order f<= <pos>g ^depth <d2>)
(loop ^stmt <loop1> ^depth <d1>)
(loop ^stmt <loop2> ^depth <d2>)
-->
(modify <ce> ^extent loop-carried
^carrier (if (<= <d1> <d2>) <loop1> <loop2>)))

Here the variables <d1> and <d2> are bound to the nesting depths of loops for
the two statements involved in the dependence. The carrier attribute is set to the
outermost of the two loops.

2.4.4 An Example
In this section we present a brief sketch of the DDG derivation for the following loop.
do i=1,100
S1 : a(i) = a(i+1)
S2 : b(2*i) = a(i)
S3 : c = b(2*i+1)
S4 : a(i+1) = b(2*i)+c
enddo
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We assume that a parse tree has been constructed and the necessary information
such as statement, variable, and instance tags, is readily available. Further, we assume
that variable and ow analysis has been performed and the appropriate var, flow,
statement, and loop elements are in M. In what follows, we present the derivation
of each type of dependence edge separately.
We begin with the true dependence edges (Figure 5a). The de nition of a(i)
in S and the use of a(i) in S along with the assertion from ow analysis that
the de nition in S of a reaches the use of a in S satis es the preconditions of
Rule 2.1. The dependence edge is added to M. Subscript analysis enters a single =
direction element into M. Rule 2.4 is satis ed and the extent attribute is marked
loop-independent.
The de nition of b(2*i) in S followed by the use of b(2*i+1) in S results in a
true dependence edge, but because the GCD Test proves that no solution exists for
the dependence equation, no direction vectors are added to M. Without direction
vectors, no rules capable of lling in the extent can be satis ed and the dependence
edge is never completed.
Finally, the de nition of c in S followed by the use of c in S satis es Rule 2.1.
In addition to the presence of the dependence edge and the loop elements, Rule 2.6
is satis ed because S textually follows S . Rule 2.4 modi es the extent attribute to
loop-independent and sets the carrier attribute to the tag for the do statement.
The anti dependence edges (Figure 5b) are derived in a similar way. Rule 2.3
enters anti dependence edges from S to S on a, from S to S on a, from S to S
on b, from S to S on b, and from S to S on c.
Rule 2.4 sets the extent attribute to loop-independent and the carrier attribute to 0 for the dependence from S to S on a.
For the dependencies from S to S on b and from S to S on b, Rule 2.5 sets
the extent attribute to loop-carried and the carrier attribute to the tag value
1
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for the loop.
Finally, for the dependence from S to S on c, Rule 2.6 sets the extent attribute
to loop-carried and the carrier attribute to the tag value for the loop.
Notice that the dependence from S to S on a does not satisfy any of the rules.
Since the direction vector associated with this dependence is (>), this otherwise valid
scalar dependence does not hold after subscript analysis.
The two output dependence edges (Figure 5c) are derived by the satisfaction of
Rule 2.2 and Rule 2.5 for the loop-carried edge, and by Rules 2.2 and Rule 2.5 for
the self-dependence edge.
4

3

2

4

2.5 Summary
In this chapter we discussed scalar and vector data dependence analysis and derived
one well known dependence test, the GCD Test. We described a rule-based approach
to deriving a data dependence graph and presented a set of rules that formally describe
the meaning of data dependence. During our discussion, we illustrated the syntax
and semantics of the experimental rule-based language, Rex-UPSL.

Chapter 3

Recurrences
In this chapter we continue our look at the data dependence graph by developing
rules to detect cycles. Further, we show how nodes can be grouped to form an acyclic
dependence graph. This acyclic graph represents the sources of parallelism in the
program. It is used in the following chapters to guide the restructuring process.

3.1 Introduction
When language level parallelism constructs are introduced into a program, either
by vectorizing statements or by scheduling loop iterations for concurrent execution,
cycles in the dependence graph must be considered.
The following loop contains a loop-carried dependence that induces a cycle in the
dependence graph.
do i=1,64
a(i) = a(i-1)*c
end

This loop is a tempting candidate for vectorization, but it cannot be vectorized.
The semantics of vector machines require that all of the operands be available prior to
the statement's execution. In this case, however, one operand depends on a previous
iteration of the loop. This is an example of a broad class of recurrence computations
in which there is a cycle in the dependence graph. Here the cycle is quite short, but
59
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in general the cycle could include an arbitrary number of statements. Concurrent
execution by vectorization of individual statements is inhibited by these cycles.
A cycle exists in the dependence graph when: 1) there is a path of dependencies
from Si to Sj , and 2) there is a loop-carried dependence from Sj to Si. A loop-carried
dependence is necessary because structured loops are the only iterative construct in
our model.
Although the absence of loop-carried dependencies is clearly a sucient condition
allowing vectorization or parallelization, it is overly conservative. Using this condition
alone may cause a restructurer to abandon an otherwise useful restructuring plan.
In this chapter, we present results that allow a rule-based restructurer to use both
necessary conditions to increase the ecacy of the restructuring process.
In the next section we formalize the notion of \a dependence path from Si to
Sj " and present two rules for nding these paths. In Section 3, we discuss a method
that a rule-based restructurer can use to detect and represent recurrences. The restructuring rules in the next chapter will use information about these recurrences to
guide the restructuring process. They will also dynamically update the recurrence
representations after recurrence elimination operators have been applied.
Inevitably, some recurrences are likely to remain in the program after the restructuring process. Because there may be dependencies between statements in di erent
recurrences there is, ultimately, an order in which the recurrences themselves must
be executed. In Section 4, we present a set of rules to partition the dependence graph
into -blocks. This forms an acyclic graph that can be topologically sorted to produce
a semantically valid statement ordering.
In the nal section we present a single, powerful rule that performs the topological
sort and produces a semantically valid statement ordering.
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3.2 Transitive Closure of 
In Section 2.2 we introduced the notion of a dependence path between two statements.
This illustrated the idea of the transitive closure of the  relation. In this section, we
examine this issue in depth and present a two rules to derive the transitive closure
of the  relations represented in a dependence graph. In the next section we use this
new relation to detect the recurrences in the dependence graph.
We begin with the de nition.

De nition 3.1 De ne the  relation inductively as,
+

Si  Sj i
+

8
>
< Si  Sj or,
>
: Si  + Sn ^ Sn  Sj where i 6= n 6= j

The  relation represents a chain of data dependencies between statements Si
and Sj . Notice that De nition 3.1 uses the generic dependence relation , hence the
de nition of  does not depend on the types of data dependencies along the path
from Si to Sj .
We represent the  relation in M with the class dependence+. The attributes
for dependence+ are:
+

+

+



path

is a list of statement tags along path.



from

is the statement tag of initial point in the path.



to

is the statement tag of terminal point in the path.

Once all the edges of the dependence graph have been derived, the following rules
are employed to derived the  relations in M. We have a separate rule for each part
of De nition 3.1.
+
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Rule 3.1

(rule base-case
(dependence ^from <st1> ^to f<st2> <> <st1>g ^extent <> nil)
-(dependence+ ^from <st1> ^to <st2>)
-->
(make dependence+ ^from <st1> ^to <st2> ^path (list <st1> <st2>)))

This rule handles the base case of De nition 3.1. The second condition element
guarantees that the rule is satis ed exactly once for each pair Si; Sj where Si  Sj .
Rule 3.2

(rule induction-step
(dependence+ ^from <st1> ^to <st2> ^path <others>)
(dependence ^from <st2> ^to f<st3> <> <st2> <> <st1>g ^extent <> nil)
-->
(unless (in? <st3> <others>)
(make dependence+ ^from <st1> ^to <st3> ^path (cons <st3> <others>))))

This rule handles the induction step of De nition 3.1. The second condition
element uses the <> predicate and the grouping brackets to insure that the i 6= n 6= j
condition of De nition 3.1 is satis ed. On the right hand side, the unless special
form guarantees that the terminal point of the proposed new for  relation is not
already a member of the path. This prevents cycles in the closure derivation.
+

3.3 Finding Recurrences
Cycles in the dependence graph arise from recurrence computations in the program.
To simplify matters, we will use the term recurrence to mean a cycle in the dependence
graph.

De nition 3.2 If 9 i; j : Si  Sj ^ Sj  Si, then we say that there is a recurrence
+

in the dependence graph.

The following theorem states that a loop-carried dependence is a required for a
recurrence in the dependence graph.
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Theorem 3.1 A recurrence exists in a dependence graph if and only if
9 i; j : Si  Sj ^ Sj c Si
+

Proof If there exists i; j such that Si  Sj ^ Sj c Si, then by De nition 3.2, there
+

exists a recurrence in the graph.
If there is a recurrence in the dependence graph, then by De nition 3.2 there
exists statements Si and Sj such that Si  Sj ^ Sj  Si. Without lost of generality,
we may assume that there are no loop-carried dependencies in along the dependence
path Si  Sj . If there are, then we are done. If there are not, then by De nition 2.6
and De nition 3.1, the execution of Si precedes the execution of Sj since Si  Sj .
By De nition 2.6 and Sj  Si , the execution of Sj precedes the execution of Si. Since
the only iterative construct in our model is the structured loop, the dependence from
Sj to Si is loop-carried.
2
+

+

+

3.3.1 Representing Recurrences
Representing recurrences in M is somewhat more involved because each recurrence
can have an arbitrary number of members. If M were a strictly relational database,
each Me could contain only atomic values and M would then be a collection of normalized relations [27]. Although normalized relations lead to simpler rules, using lists
in Me has advantages for the imperative code. For our representation of recurrences
we use a normalized form for the bene t of the rules, and an unnormalized form for
the bene t of the right hand side expressions.
We represent recurrences in M by the element class recurrence. Each member of a recurrence is represented by the class recurrence-member. The attributes
associated with the class recurrence are:



id

is a unique recurrence identi er.
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from



to



members



vname
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is a statement tag of the initial point of the loop-carried dependence.

is statement tag of the terminal point of the loop-carried dependence.
is a list of members of the recurrence.

is the variable involved in the loop-carried dependence.

The attributes for the class recurrence-member are:



id



stmt



carrier

is a unique recurrence identi er.
is a statement tag of the member.
is a statement tag of the carrier loop.

The intent here is that each recurrence has a unique symbol associated with its
id attribute. The same symbol is associated with each of the recurrence-member's
id attributes. In relational database terms, this symbol is the foreign key by which
access is gained to individual members of the recurrence.
The members attribute, however, violates the normal form requirement. This
makes M an invalid relational database, although it is still a collection of mathematical relations.
As an example of recurrence representation in M, consider the following set of
relations: S  S ; S  S , and S  S . Here we have a recurrence involving three
statements S ; S , and S , with a loop-carried dependence at depth 1 between S and
S . This recurrence is represented as:
1

2

1

2

2

3

3

1

1

3

3

1

(recurrence ^id U76 ^from tS3 ^to
(recurrence-member ^id U76 ^stmt
(recurrence-member ^id U76 ^stmt
(recurrence-member ^id U76 ^stmt

S
S
tS2
tS3

t 1

t 1

^members (tS1 tS2 tS3 ) ^vname
^depth 1)
^depth 1)
^depth 1)

t

v)
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The recurrence identi er, U76, is the key with which each of the recurrence members is accessed. We will use a similar representational scheme for -blocks.

3.3.2 Deriving Recurrences
From Theorem 3.1 we know that the necessary conditions for a recurrence is a chain of
dependencies between two statements and loop-carried dependence from the terminal
point to the initial point in the chain. The simplest case that satis es these conditions
is a loop-carried self-dependence. The following rule handles this case.
Rule 3.3

(rule build-single-recurrences
(dependence ^var <v> ^extent loop-carried ^from <st> ^to <st>
^carrier <loop> ^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2>)
-->
(let ([<id> (gensym)])
(make recurrence ^id <id> ^members (cons <st> nil)
^from <st> ^to <st> ^vname <v>)
(make recurrence-member ^id <id> ^stmt <st> ^carrier <loop>)))

The variables associated with the from and to attributes are the same. This
forces these variables to be bound to the same value. The extent attribute of the
dependence is loop-carried.
The right hand side invokes the gensym special form to create a unique symbol to
be used as the recurrence identi er. This identi er is associated with the id attribute
of both the recurrence element and the recurrence-member element.
For dependence chains longer than one element and an accompanying loop-carried
dependence, the following rule constructs the representation of the recurrence in M.
Rule 3.4

(rule build-multi-recurrences
(dependence ^var <v> ^extent loop-carried ^from <st1> ^to <st2>
^carrier <loop> ^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2>)
(dependence+ ^from <st2> ^to <st1> ^path <others>)
-->
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(let ([<id> (gensym)])
(make recurrence ^id <id> ^members <others> ^from <st1>
^to <st2> ^vname <v>)
((rec loop
(lambda (l)
(if (null? l) nil
(begin
(make recurrence-member ^id <id> ^stmt (car l) ^carrier <loop>)
(loop (cdr l)))))) <others>)))

The right hand side generates and binds a new symbol to the variable <id>. This
symbol is associated with the id attributes of the recurrence element and each of
the recurrence-member elements.

3.4



-Blocks: Building an Acyclic DDG

It is important to node that every recurrence is found by the previous two rules.
Some recurrences might be subcycles of other recurrences. While some recurrences
are guaranteed to be maximal recurrences. The set of maximal recurrences are called
-blocks [46, 49].
Given the set of -blocks for a dependence graph G, we can construct a new graph
G0 whose nodes are the -blocks of G and whose edges are the dependencies between
statements in di erent -blocks. G0 represents the strongly connected components of
G. The directed edges in G0 impose a partial ordering on the execution of -blocks.
G0 is clearly an acyclic graph. A topological sort yields a valid execution ordering for
the -blocks. We will see in the Chapter 6 that a series of transformation operators
may result in a di erent set of -blocks and a di erent execution ordering.
We use a representation for -blocks that is similar to recurrences. The class
pi-block represents the  -blocks in M while the class pi-block-member represents
the members of the -block. The attributes for the class pi-block are:



id

is a unique -block identi er.
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is a sequence number used in ordering -blocks.

seq

The attributes for class pi-block-member are:



id



stmt



cnt

is a unique -block identi er.
is a statement tag of the member.
is a recurrence reference count.

To build the set of -blocks, we need to nd the strongly connected components of
the dependence graph. In an imperative environment, Tarjan's algorithm [63] would
be best. For our purposes, a more computationally expensive, yet simpler approach
will do. The following lemma serves as the basis for our approach.

Lemma 3.1 If two recurrences have a statement in common, then the union of state-

ments in the recurrences form a larger recurrence.

Proof Given two recurrences, A and B and a statement S in common, there is a

path from a node in A to node S in B. Conversely, there is a path from a node in B
to a node S in A. By De nition 3.2 there is a path from any statement in A to any
statement in B and from any statement in B to any statement in A. Hence, A [ B is
a recurrence.
2
Essentially, our approach is to merge recurrences until we have disjoint sets. Although this is not the most computationally ecient approach, it is suitable for the
rule-based programming paradigm.
We use two new element classes, merge and merged. The class merge has the
attributes:



into

is the -block identi er to merge into.



from

is a recurrence identi er to merge from.
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The class merged as the attributes:



id



stmt

is a recurrence identi er.
is the tag of merged statement.

We begin by creating a pi-block for each statement that is not a member of a
recurrence.
Rule 3.5

(rule make-statements
(statement ^stmt <st> ^class f<> COMMENT <> IF <> LOGIFg)
-(recurrence-member ^stmt <st>)
-->
(let ([<id> (gensym)])
(make pi-block ^id <id> ^seq (set! *sequence* (+ 1 *sequence*)))
(make pi-block-member ^id <id> ^stmt <st> ^cnt 1)))

Next, we generate subgoals to merge those statements that are members of exactly
one recurrence into an (as yet) unrepresented -block.
Rule 3.6

(rule no-merge
(recurrence-member ^id <id> ^stmt <st>)
-(recurrence-member ^id f<> <id>g ^stmt <st>)
-(merge ^from <id>)
-->
(make merge ^from <id> ^into (gensym)))

For recurrences that are not disjoint, the following two rules generate a subgoals
to merge the recurrences into common -blocks.
Rule 3.7

(rule merge-starter
(recurrence-member ^id <id1> ^stmt <st>)
(recurrence-member ^id f<id2> <> <id1>g ^stmt <st>)
-(merge ^from <id1>)
-(merge ^from <id2>)
-->
(let ([<pbid> (gensym)])
(make merge ^from <id1> ^into <pbid>)
(make merge ^from <id2> ^into <pbid>)))
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Rule 3.8

(rule merge-odd
(recurrence-member ^id <id> ^stmt <st>)
(pi-block-member ^id <pbid> ^stmt <st>)
-(merge ^from <id> ^into <pbid>)
-->
(make merge ^from <id> ^into <pbid>))

Finally, for each merge subgoal, the following three rules carry out the indicated
merge, creating pi-blocks where necessary.
Rule 3.9

(rule merge-first
(merge ^from <id> ^into <pbid>)
(recurrence-member ^id <id> ^stmt <st>)
-(pi-block-member ^id <pbid> ^stmt <st>)
-->
(make merged ^id <id> ^stmt <st>)
(make pi-block-member ^id <pbid> ^stmt <st> ^cnt 1))
Rule 3.10

(rule merge
(merge ^from <id> ^into <pbid>)
(recurrence-member ^id <id> ^stmt <st>)
f<ce> (pi-block-member ^id <pbid> ^stmt <st> ^cnt <c>)g
-(merged ^id <id> ^stmt <st>)
-->
(make merged ^id <id> ^stmt <st>)
(modify <ce> ^cnt (+ 1 <c>)))
Rule 3.11

(rule make-pi-block
(merge ^from <id> ^into <pbid>)
-(pi-block ^id <pbid>)
-->
(make pi-block ^id <pbid> ^seq (set!

3.5



*sequence* (+ 1 *sequence*))))

-Block Order

In the previous section we alluded to ordering -blocks of a dependence graph to
obtain valid execution order. Since the -blocks together with the dependence edges
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form an acyclic graph, a topological sort is possible. Given the order-statements
subgoal, the following rule is satis ed until no two -blocks are out of order relative
to their seq attributes.
Rule 3.12

(rule sort
f<ce0> (order-statements)g
f<ce1> (pi-block ^id <id1> ^seq <pos1>)g
f<ce2> (pi-block ^id f<id2> <> <id1>g ^seq f<pos2> < <pos1>g)g
(pi-block-member ^stmt <st1> ^id <id1>)
(pi-block-member ^stmt <st2> ^id <id2>)
(dependence ^from <st1> ^to <st2>)
-->
(remove <ce0>)
(make order-statements)
(modify <ce1> ^seq <pos2>)
(modify <ce2> ^seq <pos1>))

The second, third, and fth condition elements on the left hand side are critical.
These are satis ed if and only if there exists two distinct (note the <id2> <> <id1>
clause) -blocks in an ordering that contradicts a dependence assertion. The modify
actions on the right hand side change the ordering change the ordering to conform to
the dependence assertion.
For reasons discussed in Chapter 6, the rst condition element on the left hand side
together with the rst expression on the right hand side serve to keep the inference
engine focused on this rule. Without this focus, other rules, possibly some that add
or delete -blocks, could be selected for execution while this rule is active.

3.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented a representational scheme for dependence paths,
recurrences, and -blocks. We have developed a series of rules for deriving the dependence paths, detecting recurrences, and partitioning the graph into -blocks.
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In the next chapter we use the derived dependencies, recurrences, and -blocks to
guide the transformation operator selection process.

Chapter 4

Transformation Operators
The previous chapters provided us with the theory necessary to insure semantic invariance of a program after the application of one or more transformation operators.
They also provided us with a representation schema for, and the rules to derive, data
dependencies, recurrences, and -blocks.
This chapter begins our discussion of the transformation operators. Here we
present a detailed look at several transformation operators. Our discussion focuses
on the preconditions that must exist before an operator can be applied. We also
pay special attention to the conditions that suggest a particular operator. These
conditions play an important role in selecting operators and planning a sequence of
operators.

4.1 Introduction
The restructuring process consists of selecting and applying a series of transformation
operators. The goal of the restructuring process is to improve the match between the
programming language and the underlying hardware. The process is, in part, one of
nding and exploiting parallelism already present in the original serial program. But,
nding sources of parallelism is not the whole story. The match can also be improved,
and thus the performance improved, by increasing data localization on non-uniform
memory access machines [51], optimizing cache performance [36], re-using registers,
72
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and other optimizations.
In a series of transformation operators, each operator either improves the programmachine match or it converts the program into a form suitable for the application
of another operator. For each operator there is a set of indications that suggest
the operator's use. The use of a particular operator is indicated by either its direct
improvement of the match or its ability to convert the program into a form required
by some other operator.
Also associated with some operators is a set of counter-indications. These are
conditions, such as a recurrence or the absence of a particular machine property, that
prevent the application of a given operator.
Indications can be viewed as a rst approximation to the usefulness requirement,
while counter-indications are a similar approximation of the validity requirement.
In this chapter we examine in detail a small, but important, set of transformation
operators. For each operator there is a set of preconditions that must be satis ed
by M for the operator to be applied. Some preconditions are complex enough to
require their own rules, others can be speci ed in the condition elements on the
left hand side of the rule that selects the transformation operator. In either case,
encapsulating preconditions in rules serves not only to modularize the preconditions,
but also to formalize them.
In the next chapter, we use the transformation operators discussed here to illustrate a hierarchical, rule-based planning strategy.

4.2 Properties
The restructuring process attempts to convert one program representation into another, semantically equivalent, representation that more closely matches the properties of the target machine. This means that we must account for the target machine's
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vector-capable
parallel-capable
allow-vector-masks
allow-nonunit-stride
vector-length
grain-size
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Property

Has vector hardware
Has parallel hardware
Has vector masking
Strides other than 1 allowed
Speci es min, max, and best lengths
Speci es min and best grain sizes

Table 2: Machine property classes in M.
properties. Implicitly, it also means we must account for the program's properties. In
this section we discuss both of these issues and develop a representation for properties
in M.

4.2.1 Machine Properties
For each target machine there is a vast array of properties that describe architectural
features of the machine. Some of these properties are speci c to the machine. Some
are speci c to the class of the machine (SIMD, MIMD, etc).
Whatever the source of the properties, some are essential in the restructuring
process. Whether the machine is capable of vector or parallel processing, for example,
is clearly essential information. The minimum, maximum, and optimum vector sizes,
the feasibility of non-unit strides, and the vector masking capabilities are important
for vector processors. For parallel processors, the minimum and optimal grain sizes
are important. These are just a few of the many useful machine properties, others
can be found in the literature [68, 43, 28, 18, 65, 22, 37, 30]. In order to simplify the
discussion, we consider only a small set of properties (see Table 2).
Some of these properties, like the best vector length, are only rough rst approximations. Properties such as this often depend on more than what can be derived from
a static, analytic model of the target machine. Indeed a useful avenue of research is
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to develop rule-based reasoning methods that combine information obtained from an
analytic machine model and indepth semantic analysis of the program to derive more
accurate sets of machine properties.

4.2.2 Program Properties
Results in the previous two chapters provide us with almost all the program properties
we need. We presented both representations and derivation rules for data dependencies, recurrences, and -blocks. Other properties, such as statement classi cations
and control dependencies were derived from a traditional parse of the program.
1

Representing Loop Properties
Loops can be nested to arbitrary depths. Loops have lower and upper bounds along
with some increment value. Associated with a loop, is some collection of statements,
often called the loop body.
As with recurrences and -blocks, loops represent a non- at relational domain.
To simplify its use in rules, we normalize the representation using a unique symbol
as a foreign key to access members of the loop.
A loop is represented in M by the class loop. The attributes for loop are:



id



stmt



depth

is the nesting level of this loop.



lower

is the lower bound for the loop.



upper

is the upper bound for the loop.

1

is the unique loop identi er.
is the statement tag of the loop header.

Recall that the control parent of each statement is contained in the statement class.
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step



request-id
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is the increment value for the loop.
is used in updating loop information.

Each statement in the body of the loop is represented by the class loop-member. The
attributes for loop-member are:



id



stmt



parallelizable

is the unique loop identi er.
is the tag for this statement.
is yes if the statement is parallelizable.

Finally, for each loop we maintain the separate class loop-profile.



id



stride

is ok if the stride is acceptable.



length

is ok if the loop length is acceptable.

is the unique loop identi er.

Deriving Loop Properties
The loop-profile class contains the derived properties stride and length. The
following rules use machine properties along with the loop properties to derive these
values.
Rule 4.1

(rule nonunit-stride-check
(loop ^id <id> ^step <> 1)
f<ce> (loop-profile ^id <id> ^stride nil)g
(allow-nonunit-stride)
-->
(modify <ce> ^stride ok))
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In this rule, the stride attribute is marked ok if the loop is a non-unit stride, but
such strides are allowed by the hardware. For some machines, such as the Cyber 205,
the use of non-unit strides require expensive scatter/gather operations [43]. Often,
the cost of these operations may dominate the performance enhancement gained by
vectorization. For machines like the Cyber, this rule might be modi ed to allow
non-unit strides if the length of the vector operation is above the some break even
threshold.
Rule 4.2

(rule unit-stride-check
(loop ^id <id> ^step 1)
f<ce> (loop-profile ^id <id> ^stride nil)g
-->
(modify <ce> ^stride ok))

If the stride is 1, then this rule modi es the stride attribute of the loop's pro le.
Rule 4.3

(rule length-check-constant
(loop ^id <id> ^length <c>)
(vector-length ^min f<= <c>g)
f<ce> (loop-profile ^id <id> ^length nil)g
-->
(modify <ce> ^length ok))
Rule 4.4

(rule length-check-expr
(loop ^id <id> ^length EXPR)
f<ce> (loop-profile ^id <id> ^length nil)g
-->
(modify <ce> ^length ok))

These rules modify the length attribute if the loop length (trip count) is greater
than or equal to the minimum allowable vector length, or the loop length is not
known at compile time. The length attribute is used to determine if vectorization
will improve performance.
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The startup costs for a vector instruction is always greater than the cost to produce a single result once the pipeline is full. These startup costs are often quite high.
If the number of instructions to be executed by a single vector instruction is below
some minimum threshold, there will be a net performance loss in using the vector
instruction as opposed to a traditional loop. This threshold is highly machine dependent. It also can depend on the vector instruction, state of the cache, and many other
factors. These two rules represent only a rst approximation to the general problem
of nding the break even point.

Program References
Two additional program properties are useful. The class function-reference lists
each statement that contains a reference to function. The attributes are:



function



stmt

is the function's name.

is the statement's tag.

The class reference distinguishes each variable reference within each statement as either a scalar reference, denoted by VAR_REF, or array reference, denoted by ARRAY_REF.
The attributes are:



var



stmt



var-type

is the referenced variable's name
is the statement's tag.
is either ARRAY_REF or VAR_REF
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4.3 Vectorization
In terms of potential performance enhancement, vectorization is one of two primary
transformation operations that improve the match between a serial program and a supercomputer class target machine. The other primary transformation, parallelization,
is discussed in the next section. In this section, we discuss a rule-based scheme for
nding potential vectorization candidates and applying the vectorization transformation operator. We discuss methods for classifying statements as vectorizable, selecting
statements that meet the preconditions for vectorization, and selecting operators to
create the preconditions for vectorization.

4.3.1 Finding Vectorizable Statements
Not all statements are candidates for vectorization. Clearly, statements that perform
I/O, invoke functions, or have arbitrary subscript expressions, are not vectorizable.
These restrictions seem rather severe. One might think that few statements are
vectorizable. But, in practice, many statements can be vectorized.
The following de nition makes clear precisely what we mean by a vectorizable
statement.

De nition 4.1 A statement S 2 P in program P is vectorizable if and only if all of
the following are true,

 The machine is vector capable.
 S is an assignment statement.
 S is a statement inside a loop.
 S contains at least one array reference whose subscript expression contains the
induction variable for the loop.
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 The stride for the innermost loop containing S is allowed.
 The length (trip count) of the innermost loop containing S is above the threshold
limit.

 S contains no function references.
 The vectorization of S is not explicitly inhibited.

2

De nition 4.1 leads directly to the following rule.
Rule 4.5

(rule vectorizable
(vector-capable)
(vectorize-phase)
(statement ^class ASSIGN ^stmt <st> ^depth <d>)
(reference ^stmt <st> ^var-type ARRAY_REF)
(loop ^id <id> ^depth <d>)
(loop-profile ^id <id> ^length ok ^stride ok)
-(function-reference ^stmt <st>)
-(vectorizable ^stmt <st>)
-(inhibit-vectorization ^stmt <st>)
-->
(make vectorizable ^stmt <st>))

This rule adds an element of the class vectorizable for each statement in region
R of program P that is vectorizable by De nition 4.1. In the next section we will
see that a precondition for the vectorize transformation operator is a corresponding
vectorizable element in M.

4.3.2 Vectorizing Operators
In the restructuring phase in which the rules of this chapter are active, the transformation operators are represented in M. For reasons discussed in the next chapter,
2

Inhibiting vectorization, discussed in the next chapter, is used during backtracking in planning.
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the operators are not applied immediatedly. In this section we discuss the derivation
and representation of two vectorizing operators.

The vectorize Operator
As mentioned previously, a statement may not be vectorized if it is a member of a
recurrence carried by the innermost loop. For vectorizable statements outside of IF
statements that are not members inner-loop recurrences, the following rule adds the
element class vectorize to M.
Rule 4.6

(rule vectorize
(vectorizable ^stmt <st>)
(statement ^stmt <st> ^control <cpid> ^depth <d>)
(loop ^stmt <loop> ^depth <d>)
-(recurrence-member ^stmt <st> ^carrier <loop>)
-(statement ^stmt <cpid> ^class << IF LOGIF >>)
-(vectorize ^stmt <st>)
-->
(make vectorize ^stmt <st>))

The vectorize-with-guard Operator
statements denote conditional execution of one or more statements. A direct
vectorization of a statement in the body of an IF may change the result of the loop
because during some iterations, the statement may not be executed. Some machines
are capable of conditional vector execution. This property is represented by the
element class allow-vector-masks. The following rule is identical to Rule 4.6, except
that it requires the control parent to be an IF statement and the machine property
allow-vector-masks. The rule generates a vectorize-with-guard element.
IF
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Rule 4.7

(rule vectorizable-guard
(vectorizable ^stmt <st>)
(allow-vector-masks)
(statement ^stmt <st> ^control <cpid> ^depth <d>)
(loop ^stmt <loop> ^depth <d>)
-(recurrence-member ^stmt <st> ^carrier <loop>)
(statement ^stmt <cpid> ^class << IF LOGIF >>)
-(vectorize-with-guard ^stmt <st>)
-->
(make vectorize-with-guard ^stmt <st> ^guard-stmt <cpid>
^guard-var (generate-temporary-variable)))

The intent here is that a loop of the form,
do i=1,100
if (k(i).gt.10) a(i) = a(i)*k(i)
enddo

is vectorized as,
do i=1,100
%k(i) = k(i).gt.10
enddo
where(%k(1:100)) a(1:100) = a(1:100)*k(1:100)

The variable %k is a compiler generated mask array that holds the value .true.
for each element of k that is greater than 10. The where clause is a guard that allows
the element by element assignment to array a to succeed only when the corresponding
element of the mask array is .true..
This generates an additional statement which in turn can sometimes be vectorized.
But it also generates a dependence from the mask array to the new vector statement.
3

3

The where clause is part of the Fortran 90 standard.
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This technique of converting the control dependence to a data dependence is related
to if-conversion [5] used in PFC [8].
The following rule adds dependence created by the if-conversion.
Rule 4.8

(rule if-conversion
(vectorize-with-guard ^stmt <st> ^guard-var <guard> ^guard-stmt <if>)
-(vectorize-if ^stmt <if>)
-->
(make dependence ^from <if> ^to <st> ^extent loop-independent
^var <guard> ^type true ^ref ARRAY_REF)
(make vectorize-if ^stmt <if> ^guard-var <guard>))

4.3.3 Changing Recurrences
Both Rule 4.6 and Rule 4.7 require that the statement not be part of recurrence carried
by the innermost loop. In this section, we examine two transformation operators, loop
interchange and scalar expansion. Loop interchange can be used to move a recurrence
to an outer loop, while scalar expansion can be used to break a recurrence. In either
case, the change can allow some statements to be vectorized.

Loop Interchange
Wolfe [72], Allen and Kennedy [6], and Banerjee [11] have studied the loop interchange
problem extensively. Loop interchange is widely used in restructuring compilers primarily because it represents a powerful method with which one can exploit statement
level parallelism, reduce memory bank con icts, or increase register utilization. A
loop interchange transformation takes a loop of the form,
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L1 : do
L2 :

i=1,3
do j=1,3
a(i,j) = a(i+1,j+1)
enddo
enddo

and converts it into a loop of the form,
L2 : do

j=1,3
L1 : do i=1,3
a(i,j) = a(i+1,j+1)
enddo
enddo

S1,1

S1,2

S
1,3

S2,1

S2,2

S2,3

S 3,1
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S3,3

(a)

S1,1

S1,2

S
1,3

S2,1

S2,2

S2,3

S 3,1

S3,2

S3,3

(b)

Figure 6: Dependencies before and after valid loop interchange.
Loop interchange is perhaps the most basic of all restructuring transformations.
It is implemented in nearly every commercial restructuring compiler. It is most profitable in vectorization when an inner loop carries a dependence that can be exchanged
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for an outer loop that does not carry a dependence. The inner loop can then be vectorized if the a ected loop-carried dependence was part of a recurrence that had
previously inhibited vectorization.
In some cases, a loop permutation changes the grain size of a parallelized outer
loop. By increasing the grain size, the startup and scheduling overhead can be justi ed
by larger units of work.
Interchanging loops also interchanges the loop bounds on the innermost loop.
This can change a loop's stride through memory, often an important consideration
for optimizing memory access.
Together with strip mining, loop permutation can be used to optimize cache usage
by increasing the locality of data reference [36, 1].
Interchanging loops may increase the size of the vector, hence reduce the startup
overhead. For example,
do i=1,100
do j=1,5
a(i,j) = a(i,j)*b(i)+c(i,j)
enddo
enddo

can be vectorized, but the resulting code executes 100 small vectors. Interchanging
the loops and vectorizing yields code the executes 5 long vectors instructions. The
impact of the startup overhead is signi cantly lower.
It is important to note that no new statements are executed and no statements
that are executed in the original loop are left out of the restructured loop. All the
dependencies that exist in the original loop remain in the restructured loop. However,
the direction of some of the dependencies may change. If a loop interchange results
in changing the direction of some or all of the dependencies, the transformation is
invalid.
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Consider again the previous example of loop interchange.
L1 : do

i=1,3
L2 : do j=1,3
a(i,j) = a(i+1,j+1)
enddo
enddo

Figure 6 makes this notion of direction change more clear. Figure 6a shows the
original dependencies. The statement instances are represented by nodes while the
dependencies are represented by solid directed edges. Dotted directed edges represent
the execution ow between statement instances.
L2 : do
L1 :

j=1,3
do i=1,3
a(i,j) = a(i+1,j+1)
enddo
enddo

After L and L are interchanged (Figure 6b), each instance retains the same
dependence relation, hence the loop interchange is valid.
Consider the following, slightly di erent loop,
1

2

L1 : do
L2 :

i=1,3
do j=1,3
a(i,j) = a(i-1,j+1)
enddo
enddo

and the corresponding loop interchange,
L2 : do
L1 :

j=1,3
do i=1,3
a(i,j) = a(i-1,j+1)
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Figure 7: Dependencies before and after invalid loop interchange.
enddo
enddo

The dependencies are illustrated in Figures 7a and 7b. Notice that the loop
interchange changes a true dependence into an anti dependence. This transformation
is invalid.
What preconditions must exist in order for a particular loop interchange to be
valid? This question is examined in detail in the literature. The answer can essentially
be formulated in terms of direction vectors as follows. Each loop interchange results
in a corresponding permutation of the direction vectors of each of the dependence
relations associated with the statements in the body of the loops. If the permutation
changes the direction of a dependence, then the interchange is invalid.

Lemma 4.1 If a loop interchange changes leftmost loop-carried direction of any direction vector from a < direction to a > direction, then the loop interchange is invalid.

Proof See [11].

2
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For example, a pair of loops with direction vectors, f(=,<),(<,>)g, could not be
interchanged because the direction vector would change from (<,>) to (>,<). Here
the leftmost loop-carried direction is changed from < to >, hence the interchange is
invalid.
Although we have mentioned several reasons for loop interchange, the emphasis
of this section is changing recurrences to enable vectorization. Here the primary
reason for loop interchange is to move a recurrence to an outer loop, thus allowing
vectorization of an inner loop. The following rule is satis ed by these conditions as
well as the conditions of Lemma 4.1.
Rule 4.9

(rule loop-interchange
(vectorizable ^stmt <st>)
(statement ^stmt <st> ^depth <d1>)
f<ce1> (loop ^stmt <inner> ^depth <d1>)g
(recurrence-member ^stmt <st> ^id <id> ^carrier <inner>)
(recurrence ^id <id> ^from <st1> ^to <st2> ^vname <v>)
(dependence ^var <v> ^ref ARRAY_REF ^from <st1> ^to <st2>
^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2> ^carrier <inner>)
(direction ^dir '< ^depth <d1> ^dim <dim> ^var-from <vt1> ^var-to <vt2>)
(direction ^dir '= ^depth <d2> ^dim <dim> ^var-from <vt1> ^var-to <vt2>)
f<ce2> (loop ^stmt <outer> ^depth <d2>)g
-(interchange-loops ^this <d1> ^that <d2>)
-(direction ^dir '> ^depth <d1> ^carrier-depth >= <d2>)
-(direction ^dir <> '= ^depth <d2> ^dim <> <dim>
^var-from <vt1> ^var-to <vt2>)
-->
(modify <ce1> ^depth <d2>)
(modify <ce2> ^depth <d1>)
(make interchange-loops ^this <d1> ^that <d2> ^request-id (gensym)
^reason vectorize ^stmt <st> ^id <id>
^inner <outer> ^outer <inner>))

The left hand side is long, but not overly complex. The rst six condition elements
are satis ed if a vectorizable statement is a member of a recurrence carried by the
innermost loop.
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The next two condition elements are satis ed when: 1) there exists a < direction
associated with the dependence carrying loop, and 2) there is a = direction in the same
dimension associated with an outer loop. The reason that we require a = direction
in some dimension associated with an outer loop is that any other direction would
maintain the recurrence at its current level and the loop-interchange would not be
useful.
The rst of the nal two condition elements requires that there exist no > direction
whose carrier loop is between the outer and inner loop, inclusive. This guarantees
that the interchange does not move a > direction to the left of any < direction.
The last condition element prevents a pathological case. Consider the following
loop with the direction vector, (=,<) for one dimension and the direction vector,
(<,=) in the other dimension.
4

L1 : do
L2 :

j=2,n
do i=2,n
a(i,j) = a(i-1,j-1)+b(i)
enddo
enddo

Without the last condition element, Rule 4.9 would interchange L and L , yielding,
1

2

L2 : do

i=2,n
L1 : do j=2,n
a(i,j) = a(i-1,j-1)+b(i)
enddo
enddo

which would satisfy Rule 4.9, yielding the original loop nest. The process would
continue ad in nitum.
4

Recall that only < directions can be associated with levels that carry dependencies.
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Scalar Expansion
Some recurrences cannot be moved to outer loops. Perhaps there is no outer loop
to move the recurrence to or the conditions of Rule 4.9 are not satis ed. In these
circumstances, scalar expansion [49] can sometimes be applied to eliminate a recurrence.
The idea behind scalar expansion is simple. Recall from Chapter 2 that output
and anti dependencies arise from the re-use of variables. With the scalar expansion
operator, we provide distinct variables for every use by expanding scalars into arrays.
The drawback is, of course, more memory usage. The bene t, however, might be
faster execution.
As an example, consider the following loop.
do i=1,100
x = a(i)+b(i)
S2 : c(i) = x*2
enddo
S1 :

The dependencies on x, S  S and S c S , form a recurrence that inhibits the
vectorization of S and S . A scalar expansion of x into the new array %x, yields the
following loop.
1

1

+

2

2

1

2

do i=1,100
%x(i) = a(i)+b(i)
S2 : c(i) = %x(i)*2
enddo
S1 :

Both S and S can now be vectorize.
The scalar expansion operator is represented in M with the class scalar-expand
whose attributes are:
1

2
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stmt
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is the name of variable to expand.
is the statement's tag.
is the reason for the expansion.
is the loop to expand with respect to.

As with loop interchange, scalar expansion is attempted only when it results in
changing a recurrence that directly inhibits the vectorization of a statement. The
following rule adds an element of the class scalar-expand under the appropriate
conditions.
Rule 4.10

(rule scalar-expansion
(vectorizable ^stmt <st>)
(statement ^stmt <st> ^depth <d>)
(loop ^stmt <loop> ^depth <d>)
(recurrence-member ^stmt <st> ^id <id> ^carrier <loop>)
(recurrence ^id <id> ^from <st1> ^to f<st2> <> <st1>g ^vname <v>)
(dependence ^var <v> ^type anti ^ref VAR_REF ^carrier <loop>)
-(dependence ^var <v> ^type true ^extent loop-carried)
-(scalar-expand ^var <v>)
-->
(make scalar-expand ^var <v> ^wrt-loop <loop>
^reason break-then-vectorize ^stmt <st>))

The rst ve condition elements require that a vectorizable statement be a member of a recurrence and that the dependence causing the recurrence is a scalar anti
dependence carried by the inner loop. The next condition element requires that there
be no loop-carried true dependencies on the same variable. If there are true dependencies, a more complex transformation involving partial loop unrolling is required.
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4.4 Parallelizing Loops
As mentioned in Chapter 1, some machines have vector hardware, some have parallel
hardware, some have both. In this section, we focus on the parallel execution of loop
iterations. This is a common form of parallelism and is supported by most parallel
dialects of the Fortran language. To simplify the discussion, only the doall [29]
style constructs that impose no explicit synchronization between loop iterations are
considered. Other constructs, such as doaccross [29], that allow synchronization are
not discussed.
For semantic invariance the parallelize transformation operator requires, among
other things, that no loop-carried dependencies exist. The reason for this should
be clear. Given two iterations of a loop assigned to separate processors, absent
synchronization, no guarantee can be made about the execution order of the iterations.
If a loop-carried dependence exists, then a semantically required order is imposed on
the execution of the loop iterations. Without synchronization, the required order may
be violated.
There are other considerations for parallelized loops. The semantics of I/O operations are usually unde ned if executed in parallel. For our discussion, if the loop
body contains I/O statements, the loop is not eligible for parallelization.
Likewise, the semantics of parallel function evaluation is usually unde ned. Thus,
loop bodies that contain function references are similarly ineligible for parallelization.
The following rule is similar to Rule 4.5. It marks statements as parallelizable if
they do no I/O and contain no function references.
Rule 4.11

(rule parallelizable
(parallelize-phase)
(parallel-capable)
f<ce> (loop-member ^stmt <st> ^parallelizable no)g
-(function-reference ^stmt <st>)
-(statement ^stmt <st> ^class << WRITE FORMAT READ >>)
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-->
(modify <ce> ^parallelizable yes))

If all statements in the loop are marked as parallelizable and the loop is not a
carrier of any dependence, then the loop can be parallelized.
Rule 4.12

(rule parallelize-loop
(loop ^id <id> ^stmt <loop>)
-(loop-member ^id <id> ^parallelizable no)
-(dependence ^extent loop-carried ^carrier <loop>)
-->
(make parallelize-loop ^id <id> ^stmt <loop>))

4.4.1 Localization
As with vectorization, when parallelizing a loop, we require that the loop not be a
carrier of a dependence. A principle similar to scalar expansion, known as scalar
localization, can be used to break loop-carried dependencies.
Many dialects of Fortran support local declarations whose scope is the body of
a loop, but whose extent, semantically at least, is just one iteration of the loop. When
iterations of a loop are distributed among the available processors, a separate copy
of each loop local variable is allocated on each processor. Since each iteration of the
loop has a local variable, the vectorizer's job of expanding a scalar into an array is a
simple matter of local variable declaration for the parallelizer. The implementation
(language and hardware) handles the dirty work for the parallelizer.
This is the companion rule for scalar expansion. We localize scalars that are loopcarried. If there are no loop-carried dependencies and all members of the loop are
parallelizable, then the loop can be parallelized.
Rule 4.13

(rule localize-scalar
(loop ^id <loop-id> ^stmt <loop>)
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-(loop-member ^id <id> ^parallelizable no)
(dependence ^var <v> ^extent loop-carried ^type << output anti >>
^carrier <loop> ^ref VAR_REF)
-(dependence ^var <v> ^extent loop-carried ^type true ^carrier <loop>)
-(localize-scalar ^var <v> ^stmt <loop>)
-->
(make localize-scalar ^var <v> ^stmt <loop>))

4.5 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed the transformation operators, their preconditions,
and the representation of the associated program and machine properties. In the next
chapter, we extend the ideas presented here by presenting a set of rules for updating
M, planning, backtracking, and re ning plans.

Chapter 5

Planning
The previous chapter introduced several program transformation operators along with
a set of rules to select operators. In this chapter we examine the issues involved in
planning a sequence of transformation operators. We develop a planning model and
present a set of rules, based on the operators from Chapter 4, that implement the
model.

5.1 Introduction
Program restructuring is a process that involves planning a sequence of transformation
operators to a ect some performance improvement while at the same time maintaining
the semantic properties of the program. In this chapter we examine the issues involved
in nding a sequence of transformation operators that guarantee semantic invariance
(validity constraint) and improve performance (usefulness constraint).
Planning a sequence of operators can be dicult. By de nition, transformation
operators change the program in some way. These changes often interact. Such
interaction can cause an otherwise appropriate operator to violate one or both of the
restructuring constraints.
In the next section we present a hierarchical planning model for a rule-base restructurer. In this model, the planner attempts to avoid foreseeable operator con icts
while constructing a crude plan. The crude plan is examined and repaired by a higher
95
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level planner. If a crude plan is unsalvageable, the planner backtracks, constructing
a new plan that is again subject to evaluation.
A critical feature of this model is that the planner maintains a consistent description of the transformed program through the use of update rules associated with
each operator. For each operator, the update rules make the appropriate changes to
M so that M represents the program properties present after the application of the
operator.

5.2 Planning Model
The interactions between operators make planning a sequence of operators a nontrivial task. In the eld of arti cial intelligence, planning methods have received
a considerable amount of attention. Hierarchical strategies have proven useful in
domains where operator interaction is signi cant [60].
Hierarchical planning involves developing plans of successively higher resolution
at successively higher levels. The nal plan, derived from the highest planning level,
has the desired resolution. From this perspective, hierarchical planning is an iterative
process in which initial, crude plan is repaired or re ned in successive phases until a
plan emerges that is free of defects.
In this section, we present a hierarchical planning model in which successive phases
focus on re ning the program/machine match. The initial, crude plan developed from
property-directed rules of Chapter 4 is re ned by the operator-directed re nement
rules presented below.
The planning model presented here is based primarily on empirical results and
experience in program restructuring. The approach we take di ers somewhat in that
no hierarchy of abstraction spaces (which are usually associated with hierarchical
planners) are employed. Instead, we focus on a hierarchy of conditions. This condition
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hierarchy strati es the operator selection process into managable levels.
The hierarchical planning model is characterized by the following features.

Condition Hierarchy Associated with each level in the hierarchy is a set of conditions that are signi cant to the level. Conditions outside a given level are
viewed as details to be worked out at other levels.

Property-Directed Low-Level Planning Operator selection is based on pro-

gram and machine properties. The rules of Chapter 4 are used to select basic
transformation operators.

Operator-Directed High-Level Re nement Operator selection is based on the
operators entered into the plan at lower levels. For example, assume that a
vectorize operator appears in the plan. During high-level plan re nement, an
operator might be introduced to harvest the loop in sections so as to reduce the
impact of startup overhead or improve memory performance.

M Consistency Associated with each operator are rules to update M so that it
remains consistent with the transformed state of the program.

Backtracking Fatally awed, crude plans are discarded. The o ending operators

are inhibited in the next attempt. A new crude plan is constructed and submitted for re nement.

5.2.1 Condition Hierarchy
At the lowest levels, the rules of Chapter 4 are used to select the transformation
operators, thus creating the initial, crude plan. Using other transformation operators
such as statement ordering, strip mining, and loop ssion, successive levels re ne the
crude plan.
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Level

Operators/Property

0
vectorizable
0
vectorizable
no function references
0
vectorizable
vectorization not inhibited
0
vectorizable
loop length and stride ok
0
vectorizable
vectorizable
1
vectorize, vectorize-with-guard
vectorizable
1 scalar-expand, interchange-loops
no inner level recurrence
1
vectorize, vectorize-with-guard
no IF control dependence
1
vectorize
IF control dependence
1
vectorize-with-guard
scalar recurrence
1
scalar-expand
inner level recurrence
1 scalar-expand, interchange-loops
legal loop interchange possible 1
interchange-loops
no function reference
2
parallelizable
no I/O performed
2
parallelizable
parallelizable
2
parallelize-loop
no inner loop-carried
2
parallelize-loop
inner loop-carried
2
localize-scalar
vectorize
3
loop-fission
better strip size
4
strip-mine, interchange-loops
need new statement order
5
re-order statements
similar, small loops
6
loop-fusion
Table 3: Condition Hierarchy
ASSIGN
ARRAY_REF

The conditions at each level direct the application of the rules at the level. The
consideration of other conditions, such as statement order, optimal vector size, and
optimal strip size, is postponed until higher levels. This basic organization is repeated
at each level. Associated with each level is a set of conditions to which the rules of
the level are sensitive. Table 3 illustrates the strati cation of conditions by level and
operator or property derived.
Organizing the conditions into a hierarchical form allows the rule-based reasoning system to focus on a simpli ed set of priorities. When the rules of a level are
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exhausted, the next level, together with its set of conditions, is used to guide the
reasoning process.

5.2.2 Property-Directed Low-Level Planning
We divide the levels in the planning hierarchy into two groups; the property-directed
low-level group and the operator-directed high-level group.
The low-level group uses the rules of Chapter 4 to select transformation operators
based on the properties presented by or derived from the program. The derived
properties include the dependence relations discussed in Chapter 2 and the recurrence
relations discussed in Chapter 3. Other properties presented by the program include
the control dependencies, statement classi cations, and textual ordering.

5.2.3 Operator-Directed High-Level Plan Re nement
In operator-directed high-level group, operators are selected based on the operator
selections made during property-directed low-level planning. Operators selected during this phase improve the ecacy of the low-level operators or remove debilitating
interactions between low-level operators.

Statement Re-Ordering
As discussed in Chapter 3, the dependence graph, in general, contains cycles. Partitioning the graph into its strongly connected components (-blocks) and sorting
topologically yields an ordering consistent with the semantics of the program. Rule
3.12 together with the rules that derive the -blocks, generate the new ordering.
But why is a new ordering required? The following example illustrates a case where
the original statement ordering together with a valid set of statement transformation
operations violates the original program semantics.
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do i=1,n
a(i) = b(i)
S2 : b(i+1) = k(i)
enddo
S1 :

Vectorizing statements S and S , yields,
1

S1 :
S2 :

2

a(1:n) = b(1:n)
b(2:n+1) = k(1:n)

which has a meaning di erent from the loop.
In the loop, values in array b determine the values in the array a. In turn,
values in array k determine values in array b. In the vectorized statements, however,
array a is determined by the values in b prior to any reference to k. Hence, the
ordering of the vectorized statements has a di erent meaning. In the loop there is a
true dependence from S to S . This dependence is unchanged by the vectorization
process. A topological sort of the -blocks yields the correct statement ordering.
2

1

1

S2 :
S1 :

b(2:n+1) = k(1:n)
a(1:n) = b(1:n)

Statement re-ordering is done after low-level transformation operators have been
selected. The low-level operators result not only in vectorization and parallelization,
but may break recurrences and generate new -blocks. Often, this new collection of
-blocks must be re-ordered to maintain semantic invariance.
1

Since there are no cycles in the dependence graph for this loop, each statement is in a separate

-block.
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Loop Fission
When vectorization occurs to some, but not all, statements in a loop, the vectorized
statements must be removed from the innermost nesting of the loop. Because of
dependencies between statements in the loop and the vectorized statements, this
might involve ssioning the loops. Consider the following loops.
do i=1,n
a(i) = cos(b(i))**2
S2 : c(i) = d(i)+e(i)*k
S3 : write(6,2) c(i)
enddo
S1 :

The conditions of Rule 4.5 permit the vectorization of statement S , but do not permit
the vectorization of S or S . Loop ssion results in two loops.
2

1

3

do i=1,n
a(i) = cos(b(i))**2
enddo
S2 : c(1:n) = d(1:n)+e(1:n)*k
do i=1,n
S3 : write(6,2) c(i)
enddo
S1 :

Loop Fusion
Loop fusion is the inverse of loop ssion. Because loop overhead can be signi cant,
successive loops that have identical bounds are merged into a single loop.
Statement re-ordering applied to the previous example yields:
S2 :

c(1:n) = d(1:n)+e(1:n)*k
do i=1,n
S1 : a(i) = cos(b(i))**2
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enddo
do i=1,n
S3 : write(6,2) c(i)
enddo

This is a prime candidate for loop fusion.
S2 :

c(1:n) = d(1:n)+e(1:n)*k
do i=1,n
S1 : a(i) = cos(b(i))**2
S3 : write(6,2) c(i)
enddo

Since loop fusion is the inverse of loop ssion, any system that supports both must
be careful not to fuse the same loops previously ssioned.

Strip Mining
Strip mining [53], sometimes called loop sectioning or loop blocking, divides the iteration space of a loop into blocks of xed size. Each block can either be vectorized
or parallelized. The size of a block corresponds to either the optimum vector size or
number of processors of the target machine.
For a machine with 64 element vector registers, the loop,
do i=1,256
a(i) = b(i) + c(i)
enddo

would be mined in 64 element blocks.
do j=0,3
do i=j*64+1,(j+1)*64
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a(i) = b(i) + c(i)
enddo
enddo

Strip mining is useful for vector machines where there is a limited vector size.
While most vector machines have a fairly small maximum vector size, some do not.
The Cyber-205, a memory-to-memory architecture, is an example of a machine with
the rather large maximum vector length of 64k.
Strip mining has also been shown to be useful in reducing the demand on memory
caches [36]. By blocking a loop into sections small enough to t into the cache, the
locality of reference of a loop can be strengthened, thus increasing the number of
cache hits and improving performance. This strategy has also been used to improve
performance of virtual memory systems [1].
Rule 5.1

(rule strip-mine
(vectorize ^stmt <st>)
(statement ^stmt <st> ^depth <d>)
(loop-member ^id <id> ^stmt <st>)
(loop ^id <id> ^depth <d>)
(vector-size ^best <size>)
-(strip-mine ^id <id>)
-->
(make strip-mine ^id <id> ^size <size>))

5.2.4

M Consistency

The representation of program properties as well as the rules of the previous chapters
were designed speci cally to allow for the e ects of transformation operators. The
rules of this section carry out the necessary updates to M.
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Loop Interchange
When loops are interchanged, the direction vectors associated with dependencies
carried by the loops must be changed to re ect the new loop nesting. Loop interchange
moves a recurrence carrier loop from the innermost nesting level to an outer nesting
level. Unless this change is re ected in the direction vector representation, the loop
interchange will not have its intended e ect.
To update M after a loop interchange, the corresponding elements of the direction
vectors are interchanged.
Rule 5.2

(rule loop-interchange-change-directions
(interchange-loops ^this <d1> ^that <d2> ^request-id <c>)
f<ce0> (direction ^dir <dir0> ^depth <d1> ^dim <dim> ^request-id <> <c>
^var-from <vt1> ^var-to <vt2>)g
f<ce1> (direction ^dir <dir1> ^depth <d2> ^dim <dim> ^request-id <> <c>
^var-from <vt1> ^var-to <vt2>)g
-->
(modify <ce0> ^dir <dir1> ^request-id <c>)
(modify <ce1> ^dir <dir0> ^request-id <c>))

A loop-interchange operator together with each pair of corresponding direction
vector elements satis es this rule. The direction vector elements are interchanged
and marked (via request-id). The marking guarantees that the rule is satis ed only
once for each pair of direction vectors.

Scalar Expansion
A fundamental di erence between scalar expansion and loop interchange is that with
scalar expansion, recurrences are removed. With loop interchange, recurrences are
displaced to other loop levels. Also, unlike loop interchange, scalar expand results
in the introduction of a new array. References to this new array might provide new
sources for vectorization. Both of these di erences are re ected in the way M is
updated after the introduction of a scalar expand operator.
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Scalar expansion changes scalar references to array references. This introduction
of array references might reveal new sources for vectorization. The following rule
modi es all references to the variable from scalar reference to an array reference.
Assuming other factors are present, Rule 4.5 will use this change to assert that the
referring statement is vectorizable.
Rule 5.3

(rule scalar-expand-change-references
(scalar-expand ^var <v>)
f<ce> (reference ^var <v> ^var-type VAR_REF)g
-->
(modify <ce> ^var-type ARRAY_REF))

The purpose of scalar expansion is to remove an inhibiting recurrence. Once the
recurrence is removed, the members of the recurrence become candidates for vectorization. The following rules delete the loop-carried dependencies and the recurrences
associated with the scalar. The rules also update the -blocks.
Rule 5.4

(rule scalar-expand-delete-dependencies
(scalar-expand ^var <v>)
f<ce> (dependence ^var <v> ^extent loop-carried)g
-->
(remove <ce>))

Scalar expansion breaks a recurrence by converting a loop-carried scalar dependence into a loop-independent dependence (cf. Theorem 3.1). Since the associated
recurrences are deleted and the a ected -blocks are updated, failure to delete these
dependencies could result in a cyclic -block graph. Cycles in the -block graph
result in a non-terminating topological sort. For each loop-carried dependence involving the expanded scalar, Rule 5.4 deletes each loop-carried dependence involving
the expanded scalar.
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The following pair of rules work together to delete the recurrences that are based
on loop-carried dependencies involving the expanded scalar. The rst of these rules
removes the recurrence class and generates a subgoal to remove the members of the
class. The second rule removes the members.
Rule 5.5

(rule scalar-expand-delete-recurrences
(scalar-expand ^var <v>)
f<ce> (recurrence ^id <id> ^vname <v>)g
-->
(remove <ce>)
(make remove-recurrence-member ^id <id>))

Rule 5.6

(rule delete-recurrence-members
(remove-recurrence-member ^id <id>)
f<ce> (recurrence-member ^id <id> ^stmt <st>)g
-->
(make remove-pi-block-member ^stmt <st>)
(remove <ce>))

To keep M consistent, in altering the recurrences represented in M the -blocks
represented must also be altered. Notice that for each recurrence member removed,
Rule 5.6 generates a subgoal to remove the associated -block member. Since -block
members (statements) may be members of more than one recurrence, they cannot
simply be removed from a -block when one of the recurrences is deleted. However,
when all of the recurrences that contain a particular statement are deleted by rules 5.5
and 5.6, then the statement must be removed from a -block. One solution uses a
reference count in each element of the class pi-block-member. The reference count
is decremented each time Rule 5.7 is satis ed.
Rule 5.7

(rule dec-pi-block-member
f<ce1> (remove-pi-block-member ^stmt <st>)g
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f<ce2> (pi-block-member ^stmt <st> ^cnt <c>)g
-->
(remove <ce1>)
(modify <ce2> ^cnt (- <c> 1)))

When the reference count reaches zero, the -block member is removed from M.
Rule 5.8

(rule delete-pi-block-member
f<ce> (pi-block-member ^cnt <= 0)g
-->
(remove <ce>))

When a -block contains has no members, it is removed from M by the following
rule.
Rule 5.9

(rule delete-pi-blocks
f<ce> (pi-block ^id <id>)g
-(pi-block-member ^id <id>)
-->
(remove <ce>))

Finally, every statement must be a member of exactly one -block if the topological
sort of the -blocks is to yield a correct statement ordering. The actions of the
previous rules may orphan some statements. The following rule creates a new block for each orphaned statement.
Rule 5.10

(rule orphans
(statement ^stmt <st>)
-(pi-block-member ^stmt <st>)
-->
(let ([<id> (gensym)])
(make pi-block ^id <id> ^seq (set! *sequence* (+ 1 *sequence*)))
(make pi-block-member ^id <id> ^stmt <st>)))
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Scalar Localization
As with scalar expansion, scalar localization side-e ects M. However, scalar localization is used in conjunction with loop parallelization, not vectorization. Loop
parallelization requires that no loop-carried dependencies exist. Membership in recurrences is not considered by Rule 4.12. Although by Theorem 3.1 the former implies
the latter, by explicitly requiring in Rule 4.12 that no loop-carried dependencies exist,
the lengthy update of recurrences and -blocks need not be done. The removal of
loop-carried dependencies is still required and is accomplished by the following rule.
Rule 5.11

(rule localize-scalar-delete-dependencies
(localize-scalar ^var <v> ^stmt <loop>)
f<ce> (dependence ^var <v> ^extent loop-carried ^carrier <loop>)g
-->
(remove <ce>))

5.2.5 Backtracking
Some plans contain operators that do not achieve their intended goal. As long as
these operators do not change the state of M in such a way as to inhibit other goalsatisfying operators, they represent little more than a loss of eciency. However, when
the unneeded operators causes changes in M that might inhibit other operators, the
plan is considered fatally awed. A new plan must be created that does not include
the unneeded operators. Discarding all or a part of a plan and retreating to a previous
choice point the search tree is called backtracking.
Since there is no simple way to return to a previous M state, backtracking is
expensive in our planning model. Essentially, backtracking requires that M be rebuilt
using the rules of Chapters 2, 3, and 4. In Chapter 6, we discuss ways that M
can be partitioned so that only parts need to rebuilt. Even with this enhancement,
backtracking has a non-trivial complexity that makes it undesirable.
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What sort of situation forces the planner to backtrack and rebuild M? Consider
the following loop.
L1 : do

j=2,n
do i=2,n
S1 :
a(i,j) = a(i-1,j)+b(i-1)+x
S2 :
x = x*2
S3 :
c(i) = d(i)*k
enddo
enddo
L2 :

Statement S is classi ed as vectorizable by Rule 4.5, however, the statement
cannot be vectorized because it is a member of a recurrence carried by loop L .
Interchanging loops L and L would move the recurrence to the outer loop. But, S
still cannot be vectorized because of the loop-carried scalar true dependence, S ct S ,
forms a recurrence carried by the inner loop. The problem is that interchanging
L and L does not remove all of the recurrences that S is involved in. Ultimately,
the plan contains no vectorize operators, but does contain a single, unnecessary
loop-interchange operator. By making L the outermost loop, the vectorization of
S is prevented. The plan is fatally awed.
The backtracking solution is to rebuild M, explicitly inhibit the vectorization of
S (cf. the last condition element of Rule 4.5), and restart the planner. This time, a
interchange-loop operator is not proposed for S , hence the conditions are satis ed
for the vectorization of S .
The need to backtrack after low-level plan development is easily recognized by
rules of the following form.
1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

1

1

3

Recall from Chapter 4 that scalar expansion is not used to break recurrences carried by a scalar
true dependence.
2
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Rule 5.12

(rule unnecessary-loop-interchange-first
(check-fatal-flaws)
(interchange-loops ^reason vectorize ^stmt <st>)
-(vectorize ^stmt <st>)
-(backtrack-needed)
-->
(make backtrack-needed)
(in-ps planner-specialist (make inhibit-vectorization ^stmt <st>)))

The meaning of the condition elements should be obvious. The right hand side
contains the in-ps special form. More will be said about in-ps special form in
Chapter 6.

5.3 Examples
In this section we take a detailed look at the operator selection and planning process
with two examples.
The rst example illustrates the use of scalar expansion to remove recurrences
that block vectorization. In the following loop, there is a loop-carried scalar anti
dependence from S to S .
2

1

do i=1,n
S1 : x = a(i)+b(i)
S2 : c(i) = x*2
enddo

The rules of Chapters 2 and 3 build the dependence graph, recurrences, and blocks. These elements, together with elements derived from a parse of the program,
are used by the rules of this chapter and Chapter 4.
Assuming that the target machine is capable of vector processing, Rule 4.5 marks
statement S as vectorizable. The resulting change to M together with the presence of the scalar recurrence causes Rule 4.10 to be satis ed. Rule 4.10 enters the
1
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operator to the plan.
The use of scalar-expand in the plan causes the M consistency rules described
above to become active. Rule 5.3 changes the references to x from VAR_REF to
ARRAY_REF, thus enabling the vectorization of S as well. Rules 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and
5.7 delete the loop-carried dependence and the recurrence, and decrement the block reference count. This enables Rule 4.6 to add the vectorize operator for both
S and S to the plan.
At this point, the plan is to scalar expand x and vectorize S and S . By harvesting
the loop in sections of the optimal size (see Section 4.2), the match between the code
and the underlying hardware can be further improved. During plan re nement, Rule
5. 1 adds the strip-mine operator to the plan.
Assuming the optimal vector size is 64 and n is a multiple of 64, execution of this
nal plan results in the following code.
scalar-expand

2

1

2

1

2

do i=1,n,64
%x(i:i+64) = a(i:i+64)+b(i:i+64)
S2 : c(i:i+64) = %x(i:i+64)*2
enddo
S1 :

By exploiting both the vector capabilities of the hardware and the optimal vector
size, this version of the loop better matches the target machine. The essential point in
the plan development process was the removal of the recurrence. The need to remove
the recurrence is detected by the Rule 4.10. Once the recurrence has been removed
and the associated updates made to M, other operators are chosen.
In the next example loop-interchange is used to move the carrier loop of a
recurrence to the outermost position.
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L1 : do

20 j=1,n
do 21 i=2,n
S:
a(i,j) = a(i-1,j) + b(i)
enddo
enddo
L2 :

Statement S cannot be vectorized because of the recurrence characterized by the
loop-carried true dependence, S t S . The direction vectors, (=,<) and (=,=), suggest
that interchanging loop L and loop L would move the recurrence to outermost level,
thus enabling the vectorization of S . Rule 4.9 is satis ed by these conditions and adds
the interchange-loops operator to the plan. The resulting changes to M satisfy
the conditions for vectorization (see Rule 4.6).
1

2

1

5.4 Summary
This chapter discusses a simple model for the selection and planning of a sequence of
transformation operators. Operator interaction is reduced, although not eliminated,
by employing a hierarchical planning strategy. Successive levels in the hierarchy
represent successively better plan re nement. Some conditions require that a plan
developed at a lower level be abandoned and a new plan proposed. Such backtracking,
although expensive, is required.

Chapter 6

Organization of a Rule-Based
Restructurer
The previous chapters discussed the methods of a rule-based program restructurer.
In this chapter we discuss some issues involved in the organization of a rule-based
program restructurer. We assume that the restructurer uses the planning model
of Chapter 5, the dependence, recurrence, and -block graph construction rules of
chapters 2 and 3, and the operator selection rules of Chapter 4.

6.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, an experimental rule-based restructurer, called Rex,
serves as a testbed for the results discussed in the previous chapters. In this chapter
we continue this theme beyond the scope of conditions and operators to the somewhat introspective realm of the reasoning system's organization. The purpose of this
chapter is not to describe the details of a particular rule-based restructurer, but to
discuss the issues involved in building a restructurer that implements the results of
the previous chapters. Where appropriate, we use Rex as an example rule-based
restructurer.
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6.2 Control
The data-driven nature of rule-based reasoning makes control a complex and sometimes a troublesome issue in rule-based reasoning systems. Our planning model requires a good deal of control. Control is complicated by the interactions between
rules. In fact, it has been suggested that a rule-based system could not be used in a
program restructurer because of the complexity of rule interactions [68].

6.2.1 Lexicographic Con ict Resolution
Rules become active based on the contents of M. However, it is not the case that only
one rule is satis ed by M at any particular time. In fact, under most circumstances,
a number of rules are satis ed simultaneously. Selecting a particular rule from the
con ict set is performed by a process called con ict resolution. Because con ict
resolution plays a critical part in de ning the semantics of a rule-based reasoning
system, it is discussed in some detail here.
Many con ict resolution strategies have been proposed and used in rule-based
reasoning systems [54]. Rather than review other methods, in this section we describe
the con ict resolution strategy assumed for the rules presented in this thesis.
The inference process of a rule-based reasoning system consists of cycle of three
phases: 1) rule satisfaction, 2) con ict resolution, and 3) rule application.
In the rule satisfaction phase, a state saving discrimination network, called a
RETE Tree [34], is used to determine the set of instantiations. These instantiations
are entered into the con ict set. Con ict resolution is the process of selecting from
the con ict set, a single instantiation for the rule application phase. After the rule
application phase, the process continues with the rule satisfaction phase. Only one
rule is selected from the con ict set on each cycle.
1

1

An instantiation is a rule together with the subset of

M that satis es the rule.
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Refraction is the nal step in con ict resolution. Refraction is the removal of the
selected instantiation from the con ict set. Without removing the instantiation from
the con ict set, the next iteration of the cycle might select the instantiation again,
causing the rule to become active again with the same subset of elements from M.
Refraction guarantees that the rule will become active only once for each satisfying
subset of M.
A unique time stamp is associated with each element in M. The time stamp,
which denotes an element's recency, imposes a partial order on the elements of M.
In the rst step of con ict resolution, the instantiations in the con ict set are ordered
lexicographically by the time stamps of the elements matching the rst condition,
the second, the third, and so on. If one instantiation is ordered before all others, it
becomes the selected instantiation. It is removed from the con ict set (refraction)
and passed to the rule application phase.
If two or more rules are lexicographically equivalent, then the instantiation with
the most complex left hand side is selected. Complexity is computed by counting
both the number of condition elements and the number of predicates on the left hand
side. If two or more of the remaining instantiations have the same complexity, then
an arbitrary instantiation is selected, removed, and passed to the rule application
phase.
Notice that with this con ict resolution strategy, rule order plays no part in the
selection of an instantiation from the con ict set. The strategy uses only the recency
of elements, and failing that, the complexity of the condition elements.
In building a rule-based system, the recency can be used to control rule selection.
Recency is used to force the inference system to focus on sorting -blocks in Rule
3.12. But using recency to enforce some desired control structure has its limitations.
It would be dicult, for example, to use recency to enforce a broad control structure
over a large, complex set of rules.
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In the next section, we discuss an alternative method of imposing a control structure on a rule-based reasoning system.

6.2.2 Selecting Levels With Context Elements
Recency helps insure that a particular subgoal will get continued attention by the
inference process, but it cannot, in general, be applied to a complex set of goals.
In this section, we discuss a method of enabling some subset of rules by the use of
context elements [20].
The idea behind context elements is simple. Suppose in some phase of the reasoning process, we need to focus the inference process on some sub-collection of rules.
We can limit rule satis ability to this sub-collection by adding to all the rules in the
sub-collection, a condition element that is only satis ed during the phase.
Many of the rules of Chapter 4 used these context elements to limit satis ability
to a particular level corresponding to the condition hierarchy discussed in Chapter 5.
For example, consider Rule 4.5
Rule 4.5

(rule vectorizable
(vector-capable)
(vectorize-phase)
(statement ^class ASSIGN ^stmt <st> ^depth <d>)
(reference ^stmt <st> ^var-type ARRAY_REF)
(loop ^id <id> ^depth <d>)
(loop-profile ^id <id> ^length ok ^stride ok)
-(function-reference ^stmt <st>)
-(vectorizable ^stmt <st>)
-(inhibit-vectorization ^stmt <st>)
-->
(make vectorizable ^stmt <st>))

Here, the context must be vectorize-phase for Rule 4.5 to be satis able by
M. This is an e ective and widely used method for focusing the inference process.
However, using context elements requires that the context elements be added to the
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left hand sides of the individual rules. This limits the exibility because the rules
are only satis able in the given context. Under some circumstances, we might want
a sub-collection of rules to be satis able in several contexts.
In addition to limiting exibility, context elements do not help deal with backtracking. Essentially, backtracking requires that M be purged, operator inhibiting
elements added, and the inference process restarted. Clearly this is expensive. Some
of the cost can be saved if only part of M is purged. Conceivably, this we could
have rules that determine which elements of M should be removed. But in the nal
analysis, this added overhead is likely to outweigh any bene ts reaped from partially
purging M. In the next section, we discuss a new method of encapsulating entire
sub-collections of rules and subsets of M.

6.2.3 Rule Systems as First-Class Objects
We de ne a rule system as a collection of rules together with a set of elements, M,
a con ict set, and an environment. The rules of the system are only sensitive to
the set of elements, M, associated with the system. The only instantiations in the
con ict set associated with the system are those derived from satisfaction of rules of
the system by elements from the memory M, associated with the rule system.

De nition 6.1 A rule system is a tuple of the form, < R; M; C; E >, where R is a
collection of rules, M is a set of elements, C is a set of instantiations derived from
the satisfaction of members of R by subsets of M, and E is an environment.
In Rex, a rule system is a procedural, rst-class object. It is procedural in the
sense that it can be applied. It is rst-class in the sense that it can be passed to
2

When applied to a single non-negative integer argument, the rule system performs the indicated
number of satisfy-select-act cycles. Without an argument, the rule system cycles until the con ict
set is empty. All other arguments are unde ned.
2
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top-level
dependence
recurrence
planner
marker
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Function

Handles high-level plan re nement
Constructs DDG and  relations
Builds recurrence and -block relations
Handles low-level plan development
Provides user-interface marking support
+

Table 4: Specialists organization of a rule-based restructurer.
and returned from procedures, bound to variables, and stored in data structures. As
with other objects in Scheme, the extent of rule system objects is inde nite.
All of the procedures and special forms of Rex associated with rule-based programming e ect the lexically closest rule system. As one would expect, all the scoping
rules of Scheme apply to rule systems.
3

Specialists
The ability to encapsulate rule systems as rst-class objects allows a restructurer to
be organized as a collection of separate rule systems. By separating the rule space into
groups, we can signi cantly reduce the overhead involved in backtracking, while at the
same time providing another level of control beyond recency and context elements.
Experiments with Rex suggest that at least ve rule systems, called specialists,
are useful (see Table 4). Each system contains the rules speci c to its domain. The
dependence specialist, for example, uses the rules of Chapter 2 to derive the data
dependence graph along with the  relations. Likewise, the recurrence specialist
uses the rules of chapter 3 and 4 to derive the recurrence and -block relations.
How does this help backtracking? Let us assume that during plan re nement,
the top-level specialist determines that a plan submitted by the planner is fatally
+

3

Including elements of any

M.
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awed. The top-level specialist can initiate actions that purge the memory of the
planner, inhibit the o ending parts of the plan, and restart the planner. Notice
that the work done by the dependence and recurrence specialists is still valid|only
the plan created by the planner needs to be rebuilt. Not only does this provide
considerable computational savings, but it also allows the top-level specialist to
maintain record of previous troublesome operators.

Communication
One of the problems with the specialist organization is communication between rule
systems. Since memory spaces are disjoint, we need a new special form to transmit
the changes made in one rule system to the memory of another rule system.
The in-ps special form takes two arguments. The rst argument is a rule system
object. The second is an expression. In the uniprocessor model, the expression
evaluated in an environment containing the given production system. Thus, changes
made to memory by the expression are re ected in the given production system. In
a distributed model, changes could be encapsulated into messages which are sent to
the rule systems over some interconnection network.
The in-ps form is too low level a mechanism to perform the services needed in
backtracking. We can, however, use the in-ps form in a set of copy rules for each
specialists.
Essentially, a copy rule has two preconditions: a production system to copy to and
an element from M to copy. The right hand side uses the in-ps form to make the
change in the foreign rule system's memory. A copy rule in the dependence specialist
to copy a dependence edge to another specialist is of the form,
Rule 6.2

(rule copy-dependencies
(copy-to <ps>)
(dependence ^var <v> ^from <st1> ^to <st2> ^type <type>
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^ref <ref> ^extent f<extent> <> nilg
^carrier <carrier> ^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2>)
-->
(in-ps <ps>
(make dependence ^var <v> ^from <st1> ^to <st2> ^type <type>
^ref <ref> ^extent <extent>
^carrier <carrier> ^vfrom <vt1> ^vto <vt2>)))

6.3 Support Routines
In addition to the rule-based environment, a rule-based restructurer similar to the
one described in this thesis needs access to at least three other resources: a language
parser (Fortran in this case), a subscript analyzer, and a user interface.
The language parser builds a parse tree representation of the program under study
from the source code. Using information obtained by a parse of the program along
with simple ow analysis, the specialists construct individual abstract program representations. These representations drive the restructuring process.
Although rule-based methods for subscript analysis have been proposed [19], for
simplicity we assumed that subscript analysis is performed by a separate GCD Testbased solver.
Finally, an interactive interface is useful. The user interface should display the
source code, the current restructuring plan, and possibly allow input from the user.

6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have provided a brief overview of an organization for a rule-based
program restructurer. We discussed the issue of control from three aspects: recency,
context elements, and specialists.

Chapter 7

Thesis Summary
In this chapter we present a brief overview of the results of the thesis. We also suggest
avenues for future research.

7.1 Overview of Results
In Chapter 1, we de ned the problem under study and presented the two requirements
for program restructuring: validity and usefulness. We discussed Flynn's characterization of computer architectures and related this characterization to the exploitable
sources of parallelism. We presented our view of program restructuring as one of
improving the match between program level and the hardware level and presented
some examples of program restructuring. Finally, we outlined the goals of the thesis
and reviewed the related research.
In Chapter 2, we discussed the theory of data dependence analysis and derived
one well known test, the GCD Test. The GCD Test is used in the rules developed in
Chapter 2 to analyze dependence equations that arise during subscript analysis. We
stated and proved the Commutativity Theorem and de ned three data dependence
relations, t, a, and o. We developed a representational scheme for the dependence
relations, variables, use-de nition and de nition-use chains, and direction vectors.
This scheme is used to represent the data dependence graph in M. We developed
six rules that derive the three dependence relations, t, a, and o. These rules also
121
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distinguish between loop-carried and loop-independent dependencies.
In Chapter 3, we de ned the transitive closure relation,  , and developed a set of
rules to derive the transitive closure of dependence relations in the dependence graph.
Next, we stated and proved a theorem that characterized certain dependence chains
as recurrences in the dependence graph. We used this theorem to develop rules to
nd recurrences in the graph. Finally, in Chapter 3 we developed a series of rules to
partition the dependence graph into strongly connected components. We presented a
rule that sorts these components, called -blocks, topologically. This topological sort
yields a new, valid statement ordering.
In Chapter 4, we discussed the program and machine properties that a ect the
program restructuring process. We introduced several rules to derive machine properties. We developed rules that select both vectorization and parallelization operators.
Along with these rules we also developed rules for removing operator inhibiting program properties such as inner loop recurrences.
In Chapter 5, we developed a hierarchical planning model. The model consists of a
condition hierarchy, property-directed low-level planning, operator-directed high-level
planning, methods for updating M, and a strategy for backtracking. We introduced
a series of high-level operators that either improve memory performance or improve
the ecacy of an operator selected at a lower level in the planning hierarchy. Finally,
we presented a series of examples that illustrate the planning model.
In Chapter 6, we discussed the organization of a rule-based program restructurer.
We concentrated on the issue of control and presented three ways to modify control
in a rule-based reasoning system. We introduced a new approach to control in which
collections of rules are bundled into rst-class objects. We showed how this approach
simpli es backtracking.
+
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7.2 Future Work
This thesis, of course, does not explore every aspect of rule-based program restructuring. Many avenues of research in this eld remain to be investigated. In what
follows, we present just a few of the open problems and areas for future work.
In the remarks at the end of Section 2.4.2, we noted that the representational set
chosen as the starting point for dependence analysis limited what we could reason
about. Speci cally, we noted that by not representing execution paths we could not
reason about variable aliases.
The variable alias problem can be stated as follows. Let S  S hold because
of some variable v. Further, assume that variable v0 references the same memory
location as v. Variable v0 is said to be an alias for v. Aliases can come from the use of
equivalence statements or common blocks in Fortran. For many other languages,
pointers provide another mechanism for variable aliasing.
Whatever the source, variable aliases present obvious problems for dependence
analysis. Brandes [19] has investigated rule-based methods of dependence analysis
capable of reasoning about execution paths. Combining these methods with the
results from Chapter 2, might be fruitful in addressing the variable aliasing problem.
The dependence analysis of Chapter 2 was limited to a single region of the program. Procedures invoked in this region where implicitly assumed to not modify
any of the dependence relations. In most circumstances, however, shared, global variables or modi ed procedure parameters could result in a di erent set of dependencies.
Interprocedural dependence analysis [67] attempts to nd these other sources of dependencies by examining the entire program, including all of the procedures. This
analysis is more complex than the analysis presented in Chapter 2, but the methods
of Chapter 2 could be extended to include an interprocedural analysis component.
In the literature one nds many more transformation operators than presented in
1

2
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Chapter 4. Additional rules could be added to accommodate these other transformations. This would require additional rules to implement each of the transformations
along with rules to update M to re ect the application of the operators. Additional
condition levels may also be required in the planning model.
The results of this thesis could be extended to work in areas outside of program
restructurering. For example, the current generation of reduced instruction set computers (RISC) [57] need very sophisticated compilers [25, 41, 23]. The compiler for
a RISC architecture must determine strategies for handling branch prediction, register allocation, pipeline scheduling, and many other issues. These problems could be
addressed through the use of a rule-based reasoning system. Some of the results of
this thesis, especially those of chapters 2 and 3, could be used to improve a RISC
compiler.

Appendix A

Rex-UPSL Syntax
Rex-UPSL is a programming language primarily designed for building large systems

of program restructuring rules, for historical reasons, called production systems. The
left hand side patterns for rules in Rex-UPSL are written using a syntax very similar
to OPS5 [33]. The right hand side actions of rules are written in Scheme [59]. In this
appendix we present an extended Backus-Naur Form (BNF) syntax for Rex-UPSL.
The syntax for Scheme expressions is adapted from the ocal Scheme report [59]
and is integrated into the sytactic description of Rex-UPSL where appropriate.
An in depth discussion of the language and its uses can be found in [64].
The BNF presented here is extended with the following notation.

 Terminals are written in boldface type
 Descriptive terminals are written in italics.
 Items followed by + occur one or more times.
 Items followed by * occur zero or more times.

A.1 BNF Syntax
program
statement
declaration

,! statement*
,! rule | expression | declaration
,! ( literal lit-dcl+ )
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literalize symbol symbol+ )
| ( vector-attribute symbol+ )
,! ( ps statement+ )| ( named-ps symbol statement+ )
,! symbol = number
,! ( symbol tl-lhs-term* )
,! ^ symbol tl-lhs-value | ^ number tl-lhs-value
,! symbol | num
,! ( rule symbol lhs --> rhs )
,! positive-ce ce*
,! positive-ce | negative-ce
,! form | f element-var form g | f form element-var g
,! - form
,! ( symbol lhs-term* )
,! ^ symbol lhs-value | ^ number lhs-value | lhs-value
,! f restriction*g | restriction
,! << any-atom* >> | predicate atomic-value | atomic-value
,! ' symbol | var-or-const
,! symbol | number | variable
,! <> | = | < | <= | >= | > | <=>
,! expression
,! identi er | boolean | number | character | string
| ( | ) | #( | ' | .
,! whitespace | ( | ) |  | ;
,! space, newline, or tab
,! ; characters up to newline
,! whitespace | comment
,! atomsphere*
| (

system
lit-dcl
tl-ce
tl-lhs-term
tl-lhs-value
rule
lhs
ce
positive-ce
negative-ce
form
lhs-term
lhs-value
restriction
atomic-value
var-or-const
predicate
rhs
token
deliminator
whitespace
comment
atomsphere
intertoken-space
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identi er
initial
letter
special-initial
subsequent
digit
special-subsequent
expresison-keyword

,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!

initial subsequent* | perculiar-identi er
letter | special-initial
a | b | ::: | Z

variable
boolean
character
any-character
number
unumber
string
symbol
datum
simple-datum
compound-datum
list
vector
expression

,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!
,!

any identi er that is not a keyword

literal
self-evaluating

! | $| %| &| *| /| : |

<| =>|

initial | digit | special-subsequent

?|

~|

| ^

0| 1| 2| 3| 4| 5| 6| 7| 8| 9
.| +| quote | lambda | if | set! | begin | cond
| and | or | let | let* | letrec
| literalize | vector-attribute
#t| #f
#\any-character

any character
+ unumber | - unumber
digit digit*| digit . digit*
 any-character*
identi er
simple-datum | compound-datum
boolean | number | character | string | symbol
list | vector
( datum* )| ( datum datum*. datum )| ' datum
#( datum* )
variable | literal | procedure-call | lambda-expr
| conditional | assignment | derived-expr | system
,! quotation | self-evaluating
,! boolean | number | character | string
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quotation
procedure-call
operator
operand
lambda-expr
formals
conditional
assignment
derived-expression

cond-clause
binding-spec
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,! ' datum | ( quote datam )
,! ( operator operand* )
,! expression
,! expression
,! ( lambda formals expression* )
,! ( variable* )| variable | ( variable variable*. variable
,! ( if expression expression expression )
,! ( set! variable expression )
,! ( cond cond-clause+ )
| ( cond cond-clause*( else expression+ ) )
| ( and expression* )
| ( or expression* )
| ( let ( binding-spec ) expression* )
| ( let* ( binding-spec ) expression* )
| ( letrec ( binding-spec ) expression* )
| ( begin expression* )
,! ( expression* )
,! ( variable expression )

)

Appendix B

Element Attributes
This appendix contains a complete list of all the element attributes used in the thesis.
Although some of the information presented here is duplicated in the body of the
thesis, this appendix brings together all of the element attribute declarations in one
place.

B.1 Element Attribute Declarations
The declare-attribute special form is used to associate element attributes with
element classes. The symbol following the declare-attribute is the class name. All
other symbols are attributes of the class.

B.2 Element Attributes
(declare-attribute dependence
var
from
to
type
ref
extent
carrier
vfrom
vto)

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

variable name
statement from
statement to
true, anti, output
ARRAY_REF or VAR_REF
loop-carried or loop-independent
loop that carries the dependence
variable instance from
variable instance to
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(declare-attribute direction
dir
dim
depth
carrier-depth
var-from
var-to
request-id)

;
;
;
;
;
;
;

direction at this depth
array dimension
depth
depth that carries the dependence
variable instance from
variable instance to
used in update

(declare-attribute recurrence
id
from
to
members
vname)

;
;
;
;
;

unique recurrence identifier
instance of loop-carried
dependence that caused recurrence
list of members
variable name

(declare-attribute recurrence-member
id
; unique recurrence identifier
stmt
; statement
carrier)
; carrier loop for recurrence

(declare-attribute statement
class
stmt
depth
control
order)

;
;
;
;
;

statement
statement class
loop nesting level for statement
control parent
relative statment order

(declare-attribute function-reference
function
; function name
stmt)
; statement

(declare-attribute reference
var
stmt
var-type)

; variable name
; statement
; ARRAY_REF or VAR_REF
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(declare-attribute pi-block
id
seq)
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; unique pi-block identifier
; sequence number

(declare-attribute pi-block-member
id
; unique pi-block identifier
stmt
; statement
cnt)
; number of recurrences referenced

(declare-attribute vectorizable
stmt)

; statement

(declare-attribute vectorize
stmt)

; statement

(declare-attribute vectorize-with-guard
guard-var
; guard variable
stmt
; statement to vectorize
guard-stmt)
; if statement

(declare-attribute vectorize-if
guard-var
stmt)

; guard variable
; if statement to vectorize

(declare-attribute scalar-expand
var
stmt
reason
wrt-loop)

;
;
;
;

variable to expand
statement
reason for scalar expansion
loop to expand with respect to
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(declare-attribute interchange-loops
id
; id of recurrence
stmt
; statement affected
reason
; reason for interchange
this
; this loop
that
; that loop
request-id
; used in direction vector update
inner
; new inner loop statement
outer)
; new outer loop statement

(declare-attribute next-pi-block
seq)

; next pi-block to generate

(declare-attribute gather-pi-block-members
id
; id of pi-block to gather
members)
; members of the pi-block

(declare-attribute inhibit-vectorization
stmt)
; statement

(declare-attribute localize-scalar
var
; variable to localize
stmt)
; loop statement

(declare-attribute parallelize-loop
id
; loop id
stmt)
; loop statement

(declare-attribute order
id
seq)

; pi-block identifier
; sequence
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(declare-attribute remove-recurrence-member
id)
; recurrence members to remove

(declare-attribute remove-pi-block-member
stmt)
; statment to remove

(declare-attribute region
body)

; region of code to analyze

(declare-attribute loop
id
stmt
depth
length
lower
upper
request-id
step
induction-var)

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

loop id
loop header statement
depth of this loop
upper - lower
lower bound
upper bound
used in update
step value
induction variable

(declare-attribute loop-member
id
; loop id
stmt
; statement that is a member of loop
parallelizable); yes or no

(declare-attribute loop-profile
id
stride
length)

; loop id
; is stride acceptable?
; is loop length acceptable?

(declare-attribute vector-length
min
max
best)

; min useful vector length
; max allowable vector length
; best vector length
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(declare-attribute var
var
stmt
access
instance
ref)

;
;
;
;
;

variable name
statement
use or def
variable instance
ARRAY_REF or VAR_REF

(declare-attribute flow
var
from
to
flow-type)

;
;
;
;

variable name
statement from
statement to
use-def, def-def, or def-use

(declare-attribute dependence+
path
from
to)

; statements along path from..to
; statement from
; statement to
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